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PoetrjG
[W ritte n f o r t h e P h o n o g r a p h .

EIGHTY YEARS AGO.
BY F. RUSSELL.

'Twas in New England's northern clime.
The earth then clad in snow,
That first I drew my infant breath.
Just eighty years ago.
How few the members now on earth.
In this our world below,
Who first inhaled their vital breath
Just eighty years ago.
The vast and complicated scenes
Truthful records show,
Appear like visionary dreams,
Since eighty years ago.
<)ur nation, then a little tree,
Had just begun to grow;
Its boughs have spread from sea to sea,
Since eighty years ago.
Men went the rounds their fathers trod
And elsewhere dared not go.
Tradition was their patron god,
Say eighty years ago.
inventions, like a lurid flame,
Have lit men’s brains aglow;
And what improvements have we seen
Since eighty years a go!
When Fulton first condensed the steam,
How little did he know
The mighty wonders we have seen.
Since eighty years ago.
Electric fluid—astounding thought I—
An Angel might not know
The mighty wonders it has wrought,
Since eighty years ago.
Beneath old ocean’s dark recess,
Where rolling billows plow,
Fly telegrams with lightening speed, '
Since eighty years ago.
The numerous factories in our land
Do all combine to show
The genius o f some cunning hand,
Since eighty years ago.
•

Religious heralds from the press,
Now flying too and fro',
All date their ages, more or less.
Since eighty years ago.
No mission to the heathen world,
Salvation’s way to show ;
No gospel banners there unfurled,
Say eighty years ago.
No Sabbath schools to train the young
In paths that they should go ;
That glorious work was not begun
Till eighty years ago.
Of all the blessings w e’ve received,
Since eighty years ago,
That calls for gratitude to God,
Is slavery’s overthrow.
When eighty years have come and gone,
Oh shall T, can I, know
The things on earth that have transpired,
Since eighty years ago ?

C. E. Quimby, who lately died in
Camden, is said to have “ edited a papet’ in Portland, and to hav j done
much brilliant literary w ork.” His
father, the editor o f the Gospel Ban
ner, says in his paper, “ Hb at one
time aided in getting out a paper in
Portland a few weeks, but he was
inevere ditor of that or any other paper,
nor did he make any pretence as a
writer in the literary.world.”
The Fairfield Chronicle reports that
diphtheria is making fearful havoc at
W aterville.

are towers o f strength in the agricul
tural regions round about.
Having
left Temple with my parents in my
Early Recollections of Frank boyhood days, o f course 1 am not fa
miliar with the towu or its people at
lin County.
the present day, only as I read o f them
in the public press.
I hope ihe peo
NO. I.
ple will patronize the P h o n o g r a p h
F a i r f i e l d , Oct. 7th, 1878.
that we may know more o f them and
Mr. E ditor:— By your kindness I their resources.
am in receipt o f the P h o n o g r a p h
I have probably furnished as much
which you have just started in Phil manuscript as you can find room for.
lips. The paper, to my mind, makes a I may have something to say, in a fu
very fine appearance, and a choice col ture number, o f some other towns in
lection of reading matter is contained Franklin County, with which I have
therein.
I f the people in northern become acquainted in later years.
Franklin sustain this paper as they
J. D . M.
should, it will become one o f the fixed
institutions o f the County and State,
Commur Ration.
and a paper at the terminus of the
proposed Sandy River Railroad, will
A TRIP TO MOUNT BLUE.
not only be very convenient, biit a
On Saturday Morning, Sept. 28th,
very necessary article to have.
In
the sun rose clear and beautiful, and
deed, it will become indispensible, and the little party who were to make
i f the people w ill lend a helping hand the ascent o f Mt. Blue were pleased
and push the thing through, at the with the prospect o f a fine day.
Soon
start, it will go easy bye-aud-bye— al the wind began to blow briskly from
most run itself.
I f the people of the north and the prospect was not
Franklin County are what I think they quite to pleasing ; however we were
are, they will not let this enterprise
resolved to “ never mind the weather
languish for want o f support.
North if the wind did blow ” and to make the
Franklin has a peculiar charm to me, ascent. A t a little past eight we start
I having first seen the light iu the ed o ff in fine spirits.
F or the first
towu o f Temple many years ago.— two miles o f the way the road lying
That little event took place on the in along the valley is smooth and level,
tervale near what is now the town then turning abruptly to the right it
house, but for many years the M etho is not quite so level, and with here and
dist meeting house. The names o f the there a stone,but not as bad as we e x 
people o f Tem ple, which I first learn pected to find it, judging from the ac
ed, are still very familiar to me.
I counts o f former tourists.
After a
see that the names have not all died short drive, we come to the mountain
out yet. There were the Drurys, Co- house, a large two-story white house
nants, Mitchells, A bbots, Stapleses, standing ou a rise somewhat back
Tripps, Oakses, Russells, Sawyers,
from the road. Here we leave our
( I see a Sawyer is a Representativehorses aud start out for the mountain.
elect to the Legislature), the WhitteOur path leads us through a field
mores, Hobarts, Joneses, Dinsmores,
over a small brook and.then into the
Hathaways, and many others. I pre
woods. The ascent at first is not very
sume some o f these have become ex
steep, and we start off briskly. Soon
tinct iu the town, and other names,
the temperature changes and outside
strange to me, have come iu. Speak
garments are voted unnecessary, taken
ing o f the names o f the people iu Tem
off aud packed ' p . u > ie rest o f our
ple reminds me o f an old saying in my
luggage.
W e imagine if some o f
boyhood days in that old town.
It
those who advised us not to go on ac
was said, “ There is poor old Ring
count of the cold, could see us sitting
and Staple, Tripp, Chase and the
down wiping perspiration off our faces
D evil.” A ll these names were very
they would not offer any more advice
familiar to me and Residents o f the
gratuitously. On we go under large
town, except the last, and I have no
forest trees, glowiug with the bril
reason to doubt that he was ail inhab
liant colors o f Autumn ; over rock,
itant by spells, for he is a sort o f an
washed out by the Summer showers,
itinerant.
Sometimes he seems to be
over the trunks o f trees fallen across
located permanently, then we know he
our path, pausing now and then for
is living somewhere else, and the peo
breath, and over again until we reach
ple have come to consider him a sort
the spring where we are to halt for
o f everywhere-present-being, so no
refreshments. A rustic table is made
doubt he was in Temple at the time
and the contents o f our baskets spread
when they said :
upon it. Oh, what a sight— o f food.
“ Poor old Ring and Staple,
Tripp, Chase and the Devil.”

Some have said there was a man in
town in those days by the name o f
Devol, and thus they undertook to
prove that, by a slight change in the
spelling o f the name, it was Mr, De
vol, and there was uo Devil there at
any time. But that ancient gentle
man with a cloven foot and a tail has
been a noted traveler and has shown
his works, if not his presence, iu all
places and communities, ever since the
notable event recorded in Holy W rit,
when the L ord gave up into his hands
that good and perfect old Patriarch,
to torment him, to take away his vast
possessions and his children, and to
smite him with sore boils from the
crown of his head to the sole o f his
foot, and for what? W as it to convince
that old Satan that old unde Job was
a perfect and upright man ?
I hope
there is a better meaning to it not ex
pressed.
But 1 commenced to write
o f my early recollections o f Franklin
C ounty, when it was not Franklin but
Kennebec, and I have strayed away
on a dissertation on that old Arch D e
ceiver and his whereabouts. My idea
o f Temple, formed a half century ago,
is that it is rather hilly,excelleet sheeppastures.
Probably the hills and
brooks would not look so large to me
now.
Old Blue is probably still
frowning
down
upon
the town
from the North.
A good farming
town, I should think. I saw a splen
did town team from this town at the
Show and Fair at Farmington two or
three years ago ; also two old friends
and acquaintances o f my youth, who
seemed to be principal men in the
Franklin County Show and Fair. I re
fer to Mr. Loriu Adam s and M r. Joel
Hobart, two gentlemen whose names

S om e,{ myself not included) doubted
the expediency o f bringing so much ;
but as piece after piece disappears
with a regularity that would do credit
to a veteran, the doubts are withdrawn
aud those o f an opposite nature ad
vanced H ow ever, we get enough and
after a draught o f water from the
spring, we proceed on our journey.
The way from here is steeper, in some
places being very steep so that we do
not go quite as fast as before.
After
a hard climb we reach the summit
and sitting down we gaze in wonder
and admiration upon the beautiful
panorama spread out before us. T o
the north, towering head and shoul
ders above their fellows, as watchers
over the surrounding country, stand
Mts. Bigelow, Abraham and Sadleback. Further around towards the
west, are numerous lesser mountains,
some o f them rising bare and black,
others covered even to their summits
with forests now gcorgeous with the
glow ing colors o f Autumn. Further
arouud the horizon, looming up clear
and distinct iu the distance are the
White Mountains, which receed tow 
ards the south and give way to the
long rugged coast line. One can almost
seem to hear the waves dashing upon
the rocks and to see the vessels sail
ing to and fro like birds.
It is said
that this is the first point o f land to be
seen on coming in from the sea, and
perhaps while we are looking, the pas
sengers o f some homeward bound ship
are anxiously scanuing the horizon for
sight o f land, and catching a glimpse
of this mountain,eagerly communicate
the fact to their fellows that they are
almost home.
From ihe foot o f the
mountain, stretching out towards the
north to the edge o f (he mountain
and towards the south as far as the

eye can reach, is a variety o f cleared
and woodlands with here and there a
pond, a village and numerous farm
houses.
The forests are looking
beau tifully; the bright colors o f the
deciduous trees contrasting finely
with the dark green o f the spruce,
fir and the pine.
Right below us is
the pretty little village o f W eld,
beyond which is the large pond o f the
same name, the surface o f which
now stirred by a gentle breeze glistens
under the sunlight like burnished sil
ver. It is a fine sight and well worth
a hard climb. But we can not spend
all o f our time looking off, and so turn
onr attention to things nearer. In ex
ploring the top o f the mountain we find
a large shelving rock upon which are
inscribed the names o f former tourists.
Not having any chisel we build a mon
ument as an autograph o f the parties,
hoping that it will he allowed to re
main.
Soon the descending sun
warns us to be on the move, and we
commence the descent. It is not as
hard going down, as up aud soon we
reach the h o te l(?) where we stop a
short time to rest and then start for
home. A nd here we would express
our thanks to those farmers who gen
erously passed around the apples, and
would hold up their exanple as one
worthy o f imitation.
W e go along
slow ly, until we reach the vallfey road
and then we quicken our pace. It, is
said that every party who goes to the
mountain race horses ou their way
home. O f course we did not do that,
hut not haviug any sign boards to read
we came along quiet fast until we en
tered the village a little before sunset
well pleased with our excursion. *

To Correspondents.
I. W rite upon one side o f the leaf
only.
Why? Because it is often nec
essary to cut the pages into “ takes”
for the compositors, and this cannot
be done when both sides are written
upon.
IL W rite clearly and distinctly,
being particularly careful iu the mat
ter o f proper names and words from
foreigu languages.
Why? Because
you have no right to ask either editor
or compositor to waste his time puzzl
ing out the result o f your selfish
carelessness.
III.
Don’ t write in a microscopic
hand.
W hy? Because the compos
itor has to read it across his case, at
a distance o f nearly two feet.
Also,
because the editor often wants to make
additions or other changes.
IV . D on ’t begin at the very top
o f the first page.
W hy?
Because,
if you have written a head for your
article, the editor will probably want
to change it, and if you have not—
which i’s the better way— he must
write one. Besides, he wants room
in which to write his instructions to
the printer as to the type to be used,
where and when the proof is to he
sent, etc.
V.
Never roll your manuscript,
W hy? Because it maddens and exas
perates every one who touches it— ed
itor, compositor and proof reader.
V I. Be brief,
Why?
Because
people don’t read long stories. The
number o f readers which any two ar
tid es have is ieversely proportioned
to the sjuare o f their respective
lengths. That is, a half-column arti
cle is read by fo u r times as many peo
ple as one of double that length.
V IL
Have the fear o f the waste
basket constantly and steadily before
your e 3res.
Why?
Because it will
save you a vast amount o f useless
labor, to say nothing o f paper and
postage.
V I I I . Alw ays write your full name
and address plainly at the end o f your
letter.
Why? Because it will often
happen that the editor will want to
communicate with you, and because
he needs to know the writer’s name
as a guarantee o f good faith. I f you
use a pseudonym or initials, write
your own name and address below it.
It will never be divulged.
IX .
“ These precepts in thy mem
ory keep,” and, for fear you might
forget them, cut them out and put
them where you can readily run
through them when tempted to spill
innocent ink.
Causeur’s word for it, those who
heed these rules will be beloved and
favored in every editorial sanctum.—
Boston Transcript.

Lawlessness in Indiana.
The full particulars ol the recent
tragedy in Mt. Vernon,Indiana, are as
follows :
Ou Monday night at 11 o’clock
seven or eight drunk and lawless
negroes went to a house o f ill fame on
the outskirts o f the town aud knocked
for admittance. Three white girls in
the house enquiring what was wanted
received the reply that a messen
ger with a note was waiting.
They
opened the door when a gigantic fellow
with cocked revolver entered and or
dered the girls into one roomwhile the
party ransacked the house. A fter se
curing all the valuables they in turn
outraged the women. The next morn
ing in spite o f election there was great
excitement in town.
The officers
quietly arrested Jim G ood, J eff Hop
kins, E d.W ardner andW m. Chambers,
who were in the party.
A t night
Deputy Sheriff Thomas went to the
house o f Den. Harris, a negro 60
years o f age, with a warrant for his
son’s arrest. He was refused admit
tance aud Thomas went to the side
window to parley when a double bar
relled shot-gun was pushed out and
discharged within three feet, o f him,
18 buckshot striking him iu the face
and breast, cutting the jugular vein.
He staggered a few feet and fell dead
without a struggle. The officers as
sisting him rushed into the houae and
secured the old man, but the son was
not there. Harris was locked up with
the others. The mob gathered about
the jail in the morning aud demanded
the prisoners,but were refused.
The
mob concluded to wait till night before
proceeding further.
A colored man
who was in the mob and talked freely
in defence o f the negroes, was wound
ed in the neek, but will recover. Early
in the day a telegram wrs sent to E v 
ansville, where many leading citizens
were attending the United States Court,
and it was rumored that the Governor
had determined to send the Evansville
Rifles and Light Guard militia. This
put the mob in a frenzy, and 200 men
well armed were stationed at the depot
to prevent militia from leaving the
cars. A cannon was brought out by
the rest o f the mob and planted in
front o f the court house facing the
street leading to the depot.
A s the
militia did not come the excitement
subsided, though the armed mob kept
their position in front o f the jail all
day. At 10 o ’clock last evening 100
masked men fired upon the officers
around the jail and entered the place
by means o f sledge hammers and crow 
bars, and gained access to the prison
ers, the latter in the meantime sing
ing and praying most earnestly.
A l
derman Harris, who had been wound
ed when Sheriff Thomas was shot
was lying upon a pallet apparently in
different as to his end. One masked
man seized him by the throat and
plunged a knife into his heart.
At
11 o’clock four negroes were led out
with ropes arouud their necks, to the
square, under a locust tree, when
ropes were thrown over the limb o f
a tree aud all four hung.
Jim G ood was pardoned out o f the
penitentiary three months ago, where
he was serving a sentence for rape.
\Vm. Chambers had been acquitted o f
the murder o f Patrick Mullin, a few
days previous.
A W h a l e .— The fishing schooner
Leona o f Port Hawkesbury, Cape
Breton, which arrived in Portland har
bor Saturday morning in tow of the
steam tug W . M. Scott, when a few
miles off the coast discovered a whale
floating ou the water. It was taken
in tow and brought to that port. The
monster is white with barnacles, being
o f the Megaptera or hump backed
species, aud is about eighty feet long.
It had a harpoon firmly embedded in
its back, from ’which fact it is thought
to have been harpooned by some fish
erman and escaped, and had evidently
died from the effects o f the wound.
It is a right whale and will probably
be towed to one o f the islands and
have the oil extracted.— Advertiser.
Mr. Blaisdell, the A roostook honey
raiser, has over one hundred hives o f
bees, and markets a ton o f honev this
year. He raised' about one and onehalf tons this year,
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“ Well, that’s unlucky! I want to should prove, rater all, to be the suffer hollow tone, ‘ and now we haven’t a
hire a good likely boy, not a son of ” — ers by his fanner’s crime, was too much. place to lay our heads.”
“ God will provide,” responded Mrs.
* » ■» **Thammuz came next behind,
Then came a long embarrassing silence. How would they feel if they knew they
Whose annual wound in Lebanon. allured
“ Well, I guess on the whole I won’t were harboring the son of their brother’s Gardiner, trying for his sake to stifle
The Syrian damsels to lament his late
her own sadness.
In amorous ditties all a summer’s day ”
hire you,” said the farmer, reflectively. murderer ?
—Miltorii
“ You have me left to you ,” said G il
It seemed as if he must fly from the
“ I know you ain’t to blame for what
Bhall we meet no more, my love, at the binding
your father did, but I guess I ’ll look a place at once—fly to the ends of the bert, tenderly. “ I am strong to work,
o f the sheaves,
little further.” And starting his horse, earth, hunted by a paternal bau. But and you shall never want while I live. ’
A portion of the furniture had been
In the happy harvest fields as the ann sinks he was soon out of sight.
calmer thoughts returned, and he suc
low,
Poor Walter 1 A sharp pain shot ceeded in quieting the tumult of his saved. This Gilbert removed to a little
W h e D he orchard paths are dim with the drift through him as he recalled afresh how feelings.
To run away would be a sus unpainted house offered by a neighbor,
o f fallen leaves,
hard and unjust the man’s decision was, picious and cowardly act ; to confess and tbe old couple were as comfortable
As the reapers sing together in the mellow and his own friendless condition. But who he was could do no possible good. as circumstauces would permit.
A month later the following letter was
at length bis elastic spirit took hope There seemed to be nothing left for him
misty eves ?
Oh, happy are the apples when the south again, and he walked resolutely on to but to seek to atone, as far as possible, received:
“ F r ie n d G a r d in e r —If the boy who
the next village. Here he was more for his father’s crime by self-sacrificing
winds blow !
fortunate.
A placard with “ Boy devotion to those whom that crime had called himself Gilbert Henshaw is with
wanted ” was conspicuously displayed so terribly afflicted. He could do this, you, or you know anything of his where
Love met us in the orchard ere the corn had in the window of a large dry-goods though he should never break to them abouts, please inform him that his greatstore; and he applied for the situation. the dread secret of his real name and uucle, Joshua Bradley, has lately died in
gathered plum©—
St. Louis, without family, and lias left
Oh, happy are the apples when the south His open, manly face made a favorable kindred.
Winter and spring passed, and sum uo will. By law he is one of the heirs
impression on Mr. Lewis, the merchant,
winds blow !
mer came again. One morning, as to the property. I regret your loss b j
Sweet as summer days that die when the months and ho agreed to take him on trial for
Gilbert was returning from the post fire, aud believe me
one week.
are in their bloom,
“ Truly your friend,
Walter was active and faithful, and office, he saw a man riding up the street
When the peaks are ripe with sunset, like the
“ P e t e r H a r r in g t o n . ”
gave perfect satisfaction. But Mr. Lewis whom he instantly knew to be Peter
tassels of the broom
chanced to hear that he was “ the son of Harrington, one of the overseers of the
The
next
day
Gilbert started for
In the happy harvest fields as the sun sinks
the forger and murderer, Asa Bradley,” poor in Stony Brook. Great was his Stony Brook, and was absent two weeks.
low.
If
Mr.
Harrington Then again his happy face brightened
and when the week was out, he coldly consternation.
told Walter he could look for a place should recognize him, and reveal that the old people’s humble home.
he was the son of Asa Bradley, and had
elsewhere.
“ I have news for you ,” he eaid,
Sweet as summer days that die, loafing sweeter
The boy took this dismissal grievous lived five years in the almshouse, all his “ which will give you both pain and
each to each—
present
hopes
and
happiness
would
be
pleasure.”
ly. Knowing as he did the reason, it
Oh, happy are the apples when the south
“ Give us the worst first, and the bet
touohed him like a death-chill. Was he at an end.
He
quickly
turned
his
face
away,
and
winds blow !
ter last,” said Mrs. Gardiner, smiling.
to be crushed through life for inheriting
All the heart was full of feeling ; Love had a name loaded with disgrace ? The stood leaning over the railing of the
“ I have a secret to divulge which will
ripened into speech,
thought filled his soul with bitterness, mill-stream bridge, gazing intently into distress and astonish you. In all the
Like the sap that turns to nectar in the velvet and prepared him for the stern, almost the water.
time I have been with you, I have never
Mr. Harrington stopped his horse; told yon my real name or parentage. I
of the peach,
fierce, determination which followed.
In the happy harvest fields as the sun sinks This tainted name should no longer be a “ B oy,” he said, pleasantly, “ which am not Gilbert Henshaw. I am— ”
“ W e know who you are !” exclaimed
hindrance to him. He would discard it road, must I take to go to Ashburton ?”
low.
No answer. Gilbert seemed not to Mr. Gardiner. “ You are Walter Brad
forever..
hear him.
ley, son of Asa Bradley.”
Walter’s maternal grandfather was
“ I say, boy f which is the right road
Sweet as summer days that die at the ripening Gilbert Henshaw, a man whose charac
fa look of utter astonishment over
to
Ashburton
?”
spread Gilbert’s face. How had they
of the corn—
ter was above reproach, and to be called
Still no reply.
fathomed his secret ?
Oh, happy are the apples when the south after whom would be an honor to any
‘ ‘ Can’t you speak, or don’t you
“ Mr. Harrington told us all about
winds b low !
descendant. Henceforth he would be know ?” touching Gilbert’s shoulder
you five years ago,” said Mrs. Gardiner.
Sweet as lovers’ fickle oaths sworn to faithless no more Walter Bradley, but Gilbert
with the handle of his whip.
“ And you have given me a home, and
maids forsworn,
Henshaw. He would go wher$ he was
Still Gilbert neither moved nor spoke. love, and sympathy, knowing all this
When the musty orchard breathes like a mellow unknown, and the secret of his old name
“ He either can’t hear, or won’t hear,” time I was the son of your brother’s
should be revealed to no one.
drinking horn
muttered Mr. Harrington, as he started murderer J” said Gilbert with moisten
More than three hundred miles he his horse and rode on.
Over happy harvest fields as the sun sinks
ing eyes.
traveled on foot, begging food by the
low.
Gilbert stopped to call on a sick
“ Dear boy,” returned Mrs. Gardiner,
way after the little money Mr. Lewis friend, and an hour later reached home.
had given him was gone, and often at As he entered the sitting-room, the first fondly, ‘ ‘ we could not drive you from
us for your father’s sin ! You have been
Love left us at the dying of the mallow autumn night having only the damp ground for person he saw was Peter Harrington, in
a constant comfort an.1, blessing to us—
his
bed.
He
reached
the
boundary
line
of
eves—
conversation with Mr. and Mrs. Gardi the child of our old age, given us by the
Oh, happy are the apples when the south Ohio, and at once began anew the weary ner. With a crimson face and wildlyL ord .”
search
for
employment.
beating heart he slipped out by the
winds blow !
“ And I shall not forget your generous
One warm summer evening he en nearest door. As Mr. Harrington had
When the skies are ripe and fading, like the
kindness and true love. My share in
tered
a
field,
and
found
rest
and
refresh
merely
glanced
toward
him,
he
hoped
colors of the leaves,
Uncle Joshua’s estate is five thousand
And the reapers kiss and part at the binding of ing sleep in a heap of new-mown hay. he had escaped recognition.
dollars. W e will build a new house on
The
sun
was
far
above
the
hills
before
But
Gilbert
was
mistaken.
Hardly
the sheaves
the old site with our m oney,” said G il
the
tired,
footsore
boy
awoke.
Old
Mr.
bad the door closed after him when Mr. bert.
In the happy harvest fields as the sun sinks
Gardiner and his man came out with Harrington asked, in much surprise, —
low.
The worthy pair looked at him in de
forks in hand to open the hay.
“ Is that boy, Walter Bradley, lighted wonder.
“ Jiminy !” exclaimed A b e l; ‘ i if here living with you ?“
“ Your money, my b oy ,” they both
“ That lad’s name is Gilbert Hen said.
Then the reapers gather home from the gray ain’t a boy asleep, and I came near apitching my fork right into him ! ”
shaw,” replied Mr. Gardiner. “ He
and misty meres—
“ No, ours. What is mine belongs to
Walter opened his eyes and looked i has been with us over a year.”
Oh, happy are the apples when the south
you—to my second parents— who made
wild
and
frightened.
“
Ha,
ha,
ha
!
You
have
been
well
winds blow !—
“ What are you here fo r?” demanded duped. He is the son of Asa Bradley, my hapless, forsaken life happy again.”
Then the reapers gather home, and they bear
In a few months a commodious house
Mr. Gardiner, gruffly.
! wbo killed your brother, Thomas was erected where the former home of
upon their spears
“ I —I —I am going to Ashburton, to Iding.”
•<
Love whose face is like the moon’s fallen pale try and find work. I hadn’t any place
the Gardiners had stood, and the old
“ Impossible !” exclaimed Mr. and couple moved into it with their “ son.”
among the spheres
to sleep, or any money, and laid down ; Mrs. Gardiner, simultaneously,
Gilbert gained a right to his adopted
With the daylight’s blight upon it as the sun here for the night.”
“ It's a fact,” persisted Mr. Harringsinks low.
“ You won’t get work in Ashburton. i ton. “ I know Walter Bradley well. He name by making application through
The mills have stopped,” said Mr. Gar was in the almsho*, >e a long time. Over form of law, and he is now a prosperous
farmer— a generous, noble-minded man
I a year ago he disappeared, and most —in whom the unfortunate and destitute
Paint as far-off bugles blowing soft and low diner, in a mollified voice.
“
D
o
you
know
any
one
who
would
j people thought he’d gone to sea. So he
the reapers sung—
like to hire a boy ? I ’ d be glad of even ! has passed himself off on you as Gilbert always find a friend. — Youth’s Com
Oh, happy are the apples when the south
a small job, for I must either work or ! Henshaw ? A pretty bold push, I call panion.
winds blow !
starve.”
i it.”
Sweet as summer in the blood when the heart
The farmer gave a sharp look into the
As may be supposed, Mr. Harrington
is ripe and young,
Bismarck’ s Courage.
boy’s face.
•
left the Gardiners greatly disturbed in
Love is sweetest in the dying, like the sheaves
“ W ell,” said he kindly, “ go in and mind. Their astonishment upon learn
It
was
in 1866.
Bismarok—then
ho lies among
get some breakfast, anyhow ; and if
Count Bismarck— was returning from
In the happy harvest fields as the sun sinks you’re a mind to, you may stay here to ing that they had befriended a son of
the dreaded convict, Asa Bradley, |the palace, where be hail been to see
low.
day, and I ’ll try you.
What’s your seemed overpowering.
the king. W hile passing through the
Will Wallace Harney, in Harper's Magazine. name ?”
“ I understand now why he never al large street of Berlin called Under den
“ Gilbert Henshaw,” replied Walter, ludes to his past life, and will soy noth Linden, and near the place where Hoedel
with a reddened face.
ing about his parents,” said Mr. Car and Nobiling have since attempted the
life of Emperor William, he suddenly
He toiled faithfully all that day, and ; diner, reflectively.
W A LTER BRADLEY'S SECRET.
diff so well that old Mr. Gardiner de
“ And this explains why he turned so heard a shot fired close behind him. Ho
cided to keep him a week; and when the white when I showed him brother turned sharply round and saw a young
week was ended, Mrs. Gardiner had Thomas’ picture, and told him he had man who, with a smoking revolver, was
When Asa Bradley was sentenced to found him so obliging and useful in the been murdered by Asa Bradley,” said aiming at him. He strode at once up
the State’s prison for life for the double house that she said to her husband:
to the man and seized the arm that held
Mrs. Gardiner.
crime of forgery and manslaughter, many
“ I think we better keep this boy till
“ Well, wife, this boy’s father took the revolver, while with his other hand
people said that a wicked man was now the harvestiug is over.
H e’s very the life of your brother, aud it’s for you he grasped the throat of the would-be
where he could do no harm; but it was a handy, and will save us a great many to say what we shall do with him .”
murderer, who had had time to pass Ins
dreadful misfortune to his wife and son. steps. ”
Mrs. Gardiner was silent a few mo weapon on to his left hand, and now
Six mouths afterwards, Mrs. Bradley
fired three shots in quick suscession.
“ Yes,” responded Mr. Gardiner; and ments.
died, and the friends of the family the matter was settled.
“ Husband,” she said, at last, “ Gil Bismarck felt himself hurt in his shoul
asked, “ What will become of poor
Weeks and months passed. Gilbert bert has lived with us over a year, and der and in one of his ribs ; but he held
Walter ?”
was happy in his adopted home, and the all that time he has evidently tried his his furious assailant fast till some sol
But this little burst of sympathy was comfort and plenty around him made best to be a good boy. W e have caught diers came up and took hold of him.
all “ poor Walter ” ever got of "them; the long autumn like a continued holi him in no wrong-doing ; and have seen Then Bismarck walked homo at a brisk
aud when the boy was sent to the alms day. Old Mr. Gardiner and his wife no signs of a bad disposition in him. He pace and reached his own house long
house, it was agreed that the place was grew more and more attached to him, has been industrious and faithful. All before anybody there could know what
good enough for the son of a convict. and their kindness to him was unfailing. we can charge against him is that he had happened. The countess had some
For five years the almshouse was W al One peculiarity iu the boy, however,
came to us under a false name, He has |friends with her when her husband enter’s only home. Then the overseers of puzzled the worthy couple and piqued
been an outcast once ; it would be cruel 1tered the drawing-room. He greeted
the poor informed him that he must be their curiosity. Gilbert never alluded
to send him adrift again. Let him stay. ” all in a friendly manner, and begged to
“ bound out,” and earn his own living.
to the past, and never would tell directly
“ That’s just my m ind!” exclaimed be excused for a few minutes, as lie had
Young as he was (he was scarcely thir where he came from, or if his parents
“ W e have some urgent business to attend to. He
teen), Walter had a stout heart, and it were dead or alive. But they were con Mr. Gardiner, fervently.
then walked into the next room where
needed only this sudden send-off to siderate enough not to press him, arid no children, and it may be that God has his desk stood, and wrote to inform
rouse his latent sense of independence. preferred to think that he had some sad given us thi3 boy. W o will uot turn him the king of the accident. Having at
For the first time he realized his posi reason for his silence which involved no away for his father’s sin.”
When Gilbert came in to dinner, he tended to this duty, he returned to the
tion clearly, and found his native pride. blame of his own.
cast an anxious look into the faces of drawing-room and made one of his lit
He declared with spirit that he would no
When winter came the Gardiners were
longer be beholden to pauper help, or less inclined tlian ever to let Gilbert go. the old people, but no trace of any reve tle standing jokes, ignoring his own un
They were even punctuality, and saying to his wife :
would render pauper service, and with He stayed with them, attended the vil lation was visible.
this resolution he went his way to fight lage school, and worked morning and more gentle and tender toward him than “ W e ll! are we to have no dinner to
day ? You always keep me waiting.” He
they had ever been before.
the battle of life alone.
evening, taking care of the cattle.
Five years passed.
Gilbert lived, sat down and partook heartily of the
He little knew the difficulties he would
One day Mrs. Gardiner was looking
have to meet and conquer. After apply over a large mahogany box which con happy and beloved, under the roof of dishes spread before him, ana it was
ing in vain at several places in town, he tained valued family relics. She took the good old Mr. Gardiner aud his wife. only when the dinner was over that he
went to Rockland, a thriving factory vil out an ambrotype, and after gazing at it He had attended school, and received a walked up to the countess, kissed her
lage, and spent three days in a fruitless long and tenderlv, she said to Gilbert, good education in the ordinary branches. on the forehead, wished her in the old
His benefactors had no cause for regret German way, “ Gesegnete Mahlzeit / ”
search for work. Weary and discouraged, who was near, with much emotion:
for taking the friendless youth to their (May your meal be blessed!) aud then
he finally met a farmer who wanted
“ This is the picture of my only broth home and hearts.
added : “ You see I am quite w ell.”
some help in his haying.
er, Thomas Iding. He came to a dread
She looked up at him. “ W ell,” he
One night Gilbert suddenly awoke,
“ I ’ll work for you cheap, and hard, ful death. A wicked man, named Asa
and was startled by a strange glare of continued, “ you must not be anxious,
too,” said the boy, with a brightening Bradley, murdered him.”
light. Through his window lie saw the my child. Somebody has fired at me ;
eye.
Gilbert’s knees shook under him. He
“ That sounds welL W here do you gasped for breath, and his face looked elms and poplars outside glowing lurid but it is nothing, as you see.” —Blac.kred. He sprang up, aud hurriedly raised w ood ? Magazine.
live?”
wild and white.
the sash.
“ I came from Stony Brook.”
“ The jury brought iu a verdict of
The shed was on fire, and the flames
“ Come a little nearer. I want to take manslaughter,” she continued, “ but it
had just seized the house.
The public debt of Europe was divid
a good look into your face. ”
was murder—deliberate murder !”
Gilbert rushed down stairs, shouting ed as follows iu 1876 : France. $4,687,Walter approached the wagon for in
“
Why,
Gilbert,
how
pale
you
a
re
!
the alarm, aud in a moment every sleep 921.400 : Prussia, $229,852, 875 ; Italy,
spection.
What is the matter?”
er was awake. The family worked va $2,000,000,000 ; Russia, $1,254,810,000 ;
“ You look willing, at any rate. What’s
“ I —I don’t feel very well. I guess I liantly to put out the fire, but in vain. Spain, $2,650,000,000; Turkey, $927,your name ?”
will go out.” Aud hurrying from the A fresh wind was blowing, and in half 000,000; Great Britain, $3,884,852,720.
“ Walter Bradley, sir. ”
house the poor boy, overwhelmed with
“ I hope you $infc no way connected horror aud distress, went to the barn an hour the house and all the out-build These are the heaviest debts, and they
ings belonging to Mr. Gardiner were in bear hardest on Turkey, Italy, Russia
with Asa Bradley, who killed Thomas and sat down alone.
ruins. The good old man and his wifo and Spain. While some of the debts
Idin g.’’
That his best friends, his benefactors,
may have slightly decreased in the last
“ I am—his son,” faltered the boy, wbo of all the world had in his need were homeless.
“ It came hard to pay the interest on two years, others have greatly increased,
with averted face.
given him employment and a home, the mortgage,” said Mr. Gardiner in a as in the cases of Russia and Turkey.
Adonais.

Life’ s West Window.
We stand, at life ’s west windows,
And think o f the days that are gone ;
Remembering the com ing sunset.
We too must remember the morn ;
But the sun will set, the day will close,
And an end will come to all our woes.
As we watch the western casemenus;.
Reviewing our happy youth,
We mourn for its vanished promise
Of honor, ambition, and truth
But our hopes will fall and pride decay,
When we think how soon we must pass away.
We stand at life’s west windows,
And turn uot sadly away,
T o watch our children’s faces
The noontide o f sparkling day ;
But our sun must set, our lips grow dumb,
Aud to look from our windows our children,
come.
Still looking from life’s west windows ;
And we know we would not agaiu
Look forth the eastern lattice,
And live over all life’* pain ;
Though life’ s sunlight be brilliant, its suuset i»
sweet,
Since it brings longed-for rest to our weary feet
llem s

of

in te re st.

Object of interest— T o swell the
principal.
Cheap out-of-door breakfast— A roll
on the grass.
An experienced boy says it is a mis
take that misfortunes never com e sliingle.
Agricultural fairs are making sad
havoc among pop corn and red lemon,,
ade.
A storekeeper advertises thirteen
pounds of sausages for a dollar. T hat’s
dog cheap.
The papers speak of a man who has
“ turned up m issing.” In other words,
he was found lost.
Moore county,^ N. C., has twentyeight gold mines, six silver mines, eight
copper mines and ten iron mines.
The ware called “ tin ” is only a wash
of tin over sheet iron. As well might
we speak of plated ware as being silver.
The seven colors of the rainbow are
violet, indigo, blue, greeu, yellow,
orange aud red. The three primary
colors are red, blue and yellow.
George Lewis, a London lawyer, has
such an extensive business that his staff
of clerks aud employees number 250 and
his receipts are $250,000 a year.
W e gain nothing by being with such
as ourselves. W e encourage one another
in mediocrity. I am always longing to
be with men more excellent than myself.
—Lamb.
The Due de Lnragnois, a French
nobleman of the last century, had his
first wife’s body reduced to a small com 
pass by some chemical process, and wore
it set in a riug.
Sparrows in search of building mate
rial will, we are told, tear up door mats.
Yes, and if they keep on, by next spring
they will be pulling our front door bells
and asking for our stair carpets.
An inquiring man thrust his finger
•into a horse’s mouth to see how many
teeth he had.
The inquiring horse
closed his mouth to see how many
fingers the man had. The curiosity o f
each was fully satisfied.
The Suez canal is ninety-two miles in
length. It is not broad enough in some
places to let two vessels pass, aud many
sidings have been made for this pqrpose.
Vessels measuring 430 feet in length
and drawing twenty-five
feet nine
inches have passed through.
Mary Haley, a supposed widew, was
killed in Steubenville, Ohio, by a rail
road accident. Her baby was left to the
care of her brother, who sued the rail
road in its behalf, securing a verdict of
$5,000. Soon a husband turned up to
claim the custody of the child and the
money.
Afterward another husband
came, with an insurance policy of $5,000
in his favor on her life. Both men had
parted from her years before, but were
ready to profit by her death.
TREASURE TROVE.

Something I ’ve found on my way
Through earth to-day;
Something o f value untold,
Brighter than go'd ;
Something more fair than the tint
O f morning g lin t ;
Something more sweet than the song
Of feathered throng ;
Something that lovelier glows
Than queenly rose ;
Something more sparkling ty fa r
Than yon b righ t star ;
Something I cherish—how well?
Words cannot tell.
Something—oh, can you not gu e ss?
Then I confess.
Some one has s»id “ Love is blind
Yet do I find,
Deep in the heart of my love
My treasure tro v e !

Miss Osborne’s Restored Seafu*
The New Haven Palladium says :
“ Miss L ucy A. Osborne, of New M il
ford, whose scalp, right ear, and p ort o f
the right cheek were torn off in S eptem 
ber, 1874, by machinery in which her
hair caught, and who has since been at
a New York hospital, is now at hom e.
A new scalp‘ has grown upon her head
by the grafting thereon of minute bits
of skin. The pieces were contributed,
from the arms of the hospital surgeons.
The total number Of pieces used iu this
operation is 12,000. One of the surgeons
contributed from his person 1,202
pieces, and another gave 865. T h e ’ ap
pearance of the scalp now is similar to
that of a healed wound.
Of course,
there can bo no growth of hair thereon.
The eyes still present a slightly drawn
appearance. The wounds of the cheek
and oar have been neatly dressed, the
former leaving scarcely a scar. In the
first of tbe grafting process bits of skin
the size of nickel pieces were employed,
but not with good success, aud at the
suggestion of an English surgeon
much smaller pieces were substituted,
and with excellent results. Miss Os
borne is now twenty-two years o ld .”

FOll THE YOUNG PEOPLE.

And it was very stupid indeed for the
driver of that one-horse “ truck wagon ”
to try aud reach the narrow little un
“ When I was young,” said Cousin Tom,
railed bridge first. It was an old, used'■At the old house that I came from
up sort of a bridge, at best.
JSl honeysuckle used to grow,
Dab loosened the reins a little, but
could not use the whip.
'That clambered round the portico.
“ Why can’t he stop !’”
How aweetly, I remember well,
It was a moment of breathless anxiety,
Its yellow blossoms used to sm ell;
but the wagoner kept stolidly on. There
A.ud how, one summer, in its shade,
would be barely room to pass him on
Their great, gray nest the hornets made.
the road itself; none at all on the nar
* Around the room they buzzing dew,
row bridge.
And wandered all the garden through,
The ponies did it. They seemed to
put on an extra touch of speed, on their
And always knew precisely where
own account, just then.
Grew sweetest plum and choicest pear.
There was a rattle, a faint crash, and
With their dull drone and cruel stings,
then, as the wheels of the two vehicles
They seemed such idle, spiteful things,
almost grazed one another in passing,
T o drive them off, I said, one day,
Ford shouted :
* I ’ll tear their ugly nest away!’
“ The bridge is down !”
* No, T om ,’ my mother said ; 'no, no !
Such a narrow escape !
You must not think of doing so ;
One of the rotten i girders, never half
You foolish boy ! t is never best
strong enough, had given way under the
To meddle with a hornet’s nest.’
sudden shook of the hind wheels, and
that truck wagon would have to fiud its
“ Her good advice away was thrown ;
path across the brook as best it could.
The moment that I was alone
There were more wagons to pass as
I climbed, and hold of it I caught
To pull it down ; when, quick as thought, they plunged forward, and rough places
in the road for Dabney to look out for,
Out flew the hornets, great and small,
but even Joe and Fuz were now getting
And full o f fury, one and a ll;
confidence in their driver. Before, long,
About my neck and face they clung,
too, the ponies themselves began to feel
Nose, eyelids, ears and mouth they stung; that they had had nearly enough of it.
I tried to boat them off in vain,
Then it was that Dab used bis whip
And shrieked aloud with fright and pain. again, and the streets of the village were
Tho startled household hurried out—
traversed at such a rate as to call for
* What could the outcry be about ?’
the disapprobation of all sober-minded
My burning, smarting hands they swathed people.— St. Nicholas.
The Hornet’ s Nest.

With linen cloths, and gently bathed
My swollen face and throbbing head,
And laid me tenderly in bed ;
And then my mother talked with me—
‘ You’ve been a naughty boy,’ said she ;
‘ I told you that it was not best
To meddle with a hornets nest.
“ ‘ But all your pain to good will turn,
If you will now a lesson learn,
And keep it, when you older grow
Wherever you may chance to go—
To aid the wronged, to help the weak,
One should not be afraid to speak ;
But every wise and prudent man
Keeps out of quarrels if he can ;
For in this w orld’t is never best
To meddle with a hornet’s nest.’ ”
—Marian Douglass, in St, Nicholas.
Dab K inzer and the Ponies,

“ Miranda,” said Mrs. Kinzer, a wellto-do widow of Long Island, to her
married daughter, on the morning of
the day she was to give a grand party,
“ all the invitations are sent now, and
we must get rid of Dabney and the boys
for a few hours.”
Dabney was her son, a lank boy of
fourteen years old, and the other boys
were his friends Frank Harley and Ford
Foster, with the latter’s cousins Joe
(and Fuz Hart.
“ Send ’em for some greens to rig the
parlor with,” suggested Ham, Mrs.
Kinzer’s son-in-law.
“ L et ’em take
the ponies.”
“ Do you think the ponies are safe to
drive just now ?”
“ Oh, Dab can handle ’em. They’re
a trifle skittish, that’s all. They need
a little exercise.”
So they did, but it was to be doubted
if the best way to secure it for them
was to send them out in a light, twoseated wagon, with a load of five lively
boys.
“ Now, don’t yon let one of them pther boys touch the reins,” said Mrs.
Kinzer.
D ab’s promise to that effect was a
hard one to keep, for Joe and Fuz al
most tried to take the reins away from
him before they had driven two miles
from the house. He was firm, however,
aud they managed to reach the strip of
woodland, some five miles inland, where
they were to gather their load, without
any disaster ; but it was evident to Dab
all the way, that his ponies were in un
usually “ h ig h ” condition.
113 took
them out of the wagon while the rest
began to gather their very liberal har
vest of evergreens, and did not bring
them near it again until all were ready
for the start homeward.
“ Now, boys,” he said, “ you get in.
Joe and Ford and Fuz on the back seat
to hold the greens. Frank, get up there,
forward, while I hitch the ponies. These
fellows are full of mischief.”
Yerv full, certainly, nor did Dab Kin
zer know exactly what the matter was,
for a minute or so after he seized the
reins and sprang up beside Frank Har
ley. Then, indeed, as the ponies reared
and kicked aud plunged, it seemed to
him he saw something work out from
under their collars aud fall to the
ground. An acorn burr is just the thing
to worry a restive horse, if put in such a
place, but Joe and Fuz had hardly ex
pected their “ little jo k e ” would be so
very successful as it was.
Tho ponies were off now.
“ Joe,” shouted Fuz, “ let’s jump !”
“ Don’t let ’em, F o rd ,” exclaimed
Dab, giving his whole energies to the
horses. “ They’ll break their necks if
they do. Hold ’em in !”
Ford, who was in the middle, promptly
seized an arm of each of his panicstricken cousins, while Frank clambered
over the seat to help him. They were
all down on the bottom now, serving as
a weight to hold the branches, as the
light wagon bounced and rattled along
ovor the level road.
In vain Dub pulled and pulled at the
ponies. Run they did, and all he could
do was to keep them fairly in the road.
Bracing strongly back, with the reins
wound around his tough hands, and with
a look in his face that should have given
courage even to the Hart boys, Dab
strained at his task as bravely as he had
stood at the tiller of the “ Swallow ” in
the storm. No such thing as stopping
them.
And now, as they whirled along, even
D a b ’s face paled a little.
“ I must reach the bridge before he
does. He’s just stupid enough to keep
aright on. ”

Fraiiftipanl Scent and Puddings.

“ L et’s begin with the puddings, and
make sure of them,” as a little boy once
remarked. Well, then, in former times,
frangipani puddings were of broken
bread, and their queer name is made
from two words,—frangi, meaning “ to
break,” aud panus, “ bread
but, after
some time, these puddings were made
with pastry-crust and contained cream
and almonds.
Frangipani scent,however, was named
after a great marquis who first made it,
getting it from the jasmine plant. And
the marquis got his name from an an
cestor whose duty it has been to break
the holy bread or wafer in one of the
church services, and who on that ac
count was called “ Frangipani,” or
“ Breaker of Bread.”
Now, this way of explaining how
words come to be formed, sounds well
enough, no doubt.
But how are we to
know, in this case, that the marquis
didn’t invent the pudding as well as the
se m t?— St. Nicholas.
Russian Marriage Customs.
Russian marriages are generally ar
ranged through priests. A well-bred
bridegroom must present a gift to
a monastery and another to his
parish church : the bride, through her
friends, is expected to clothe some
statue of a virgin with a gown of silver
brocade, enriched with more or less
jewels, according to the piety of the
donor ; and in some parts of Southern
Russia she adds a gift of two white
doves to the pope. The consent of
parents is necessary for a marriage
until the age of thirty in the case of
men, twenty-five in that of women, but
young people are at liberty to appeal to
the civil authorities if consent be arbi
trarily withheld.
Iu this event the
parents are called upon to show reason
for their refusal. The reason must not
be mercenary, unless one of the young
people be heir to a landed estate ; then
the question is referred to the marshal
of the nobility in the district, whose
decisions are based upon expediency
rather than upon fixed principles.
These appeals are rare, because the
Russians are a marrying people, and
dispose of their children early. In the
middle and lower classes men marry at
twenty, when not drafted by the con
scription^ In the higher aristocracy a
young man goes the “ grand to u r”
before settling down, but he is often
betrothed, before starting, to a young
lady not yet out of the school-room.
There is no country that has so few old
maids as Russia. When a girl has
reached the age of twenty-five without
finding a mate, she generally sets out
on what she calls a pilgrimage, if poor
— on a round of travels if rich, and in
either case she turns up some years
later as a widow. Widows are plentiful
as old spinsters are scarce, and widows
whose husbands were never seen are
more numerous than the rest. Etiquette
forbids any allusion to a lady’s dead
husband iu her presence, and this is
sometimes convenient. When a couple
are engaged a betrothal feast is held,
and the bride-elect has a lock of her
hair cut off iu the presence of witnesses
and given to the bridegroom, who in
return presents a silver ring set with a
turquoise, an almond cake and a gift of
bread and salt. From this moment the
two are plighted, nor nan the relatives
break the match except with the consent
of the parties themselves, which is sig
nified by a return of the ring and lock
of hair. So much importance is attach
ed to the ring that among poor people
who cannot afford silver and a turquoise,
tin and a bit of blue stone are substi
tuted. These betrothal rings are kept
as heirlooms, but must not be made to
serve twice—a son cannot give bis bride
the ring which his mother received, for
instance, though why this should be so
is a mystery which the clergy, who sell
the ring, could best explain. On the
wedding day the bride comes to church
dressed in white ; but it is only among
the highest classes that the bridal
costumes are entirely white and that a
wreath of orange flower blossoms is
worn.
“ How long,” said a crushed tragedian
to a ticket clerk in a depot, striking an
attitude, “ how long will it take a firstclass actor to get to P o d u n k ?” “ No
longer,” replied the clerk, “ than it
would any other first-class blamed f o o l! ”

Small Beginnings.
A traveler through a dusty road strewed acorns
on the lea ;
Aud one took root and sprouted up, and grew
into a tree.
Love sought its shade, at evening time, to
breathe its early vows ;
And ago was pleased, in heats of noon, to bask
beneath its boughs;
The dormouse loved its dangling twigs, the
birds sweet music bore ;
It stood a glory in its place, a blessing ever
more.
A little spring had lost its way amid the grass
and fern,
A passing stranger scooped a well, where weary
men might turn ;
He walked it in, and hung with care a ladle at
tho brink ;
He thought not of the deed he did, but judged
that toil might drink.
He passed again, and lo! the well, by summers
never dried,
Had cooled ten thousand parching tongues,
and saved a life beside.
A dreamer dropped a random thought ; t’was
old, and yet ’twas new ;
A simple fancy of the brain, but strong in
being true.
It shone upon a genial mind, and lo ! its light
became
A lamp of life, a beacon ray, a monitory flame.
The thought was small, its issue grea t; a
watchfire on the h ill;
, It sheds its radiance far adown, and cheers
the valley still !
A nameless man, amid a crowd that thronged
the daily mart,
Let fall a word of Hope and Love, unstudied,
from the heart;
A whisper on the tumult thrown—a transitory
breath—
It raised a brother from the d u st; it saved a
soul from death.
0 germ ! O fo u n t! O word o f love ! O thougnt
at random ca st!
Ye were but little at tho first, but mighty a
the last.
— Charles Mackay.

WAS IT UNWOMANLY?
After Doctor Reid died, Mrs. Reid
very sensibly sold out the big house
with its lawns around it, conservatory on
the terrace, and stables behind the
clump of cedars, and moved into a small
er, though not less pleasant house, on
Academy Avenue.
People were not
surprised at this, but when they heard
that Kate Reid was going to teach
mathematics at the Female Seminary,
then the public was amazed. It be
gan to pity Mrs. Reid a little. The doc
tor must have been terribly in debt, or
the place mortgaged, for otherwise \t
would not have been necessary for
Kate to teach school. Too bad for her,
poor thing, just twenty, and so bright
and good-looking, to be obliged to toil
from nine to twelve with a parcel of
stupid girls at the seminary. In reality,
however, Kate was not obliged to do it
at all, but being a young woman of inde
pendent ideas, she fancied that to have
six hundred dollars a year all her own,
would not be a disagreeable sensation to
experience. She was not needed par
ticularly in the domestic department at
home; in fact, like a good many other
bright and agreeable unmarried women,
she was not needed anywhere to any ex
tent. So it came about that she taught
the seminary girls arithmetic, algebra,
and geometry, and though it was rather
trying to the patience once in a while,
on the whole, she very much liked train
ing the young idea.
One day in December, she walked
home as usual at twelve o ’clock, and
proceeded directly into the parlor. Sit
ting by the window she saw Howard
Winslow, a middle-aged gentleman of
pleasant appearance, who rose and shook
hands with Kate cordially, and stood and
talked to her as she warmed her feet and
hands. You never would have guessed
from the greeting that these two people
were laboring under the sentimental
bonds of an engagement, but such was
the fact. They had been engaged over
a month. To be sure it had been a very
prosaic affair, for they had known and
liked each other always. Winslow final
ly came to the conclusion that he might
as well get married. He had money
enough, and was old enough surely,
being nearly forty; and as he and Kate
had always been very good friends, he
sat down in his New York office, one
day, and wrote her a proposal.
When she received it, she was a little
amused and a great deal surprised, but
as she liked Howard, she sat down
straightway, also, and wrote an accept
ance. Nothing romantic about this, you
see ; but I have a heretical idea that
very happy marriages are often the re
sult of such engagements.
“ No, I didn’t come up from New
York merely to see you ,” said Winslow,
in answer to Kate’s question ; “ but on
business about the new railroad. And,
by the way, one of the civil engineers,
Ed. Kasson, at work here, is an old
friend of mine.
He’s very clever as to
his profession, and is a gentleman
through and through. He isn’ t much
of a ladies’ man, but I should like to
give him a note of introduction to you,
if you wouldn’t mind.”
“ I should be glad to meet him, of
course,” replied K a te; “ and mother
and I will try to cure him if he is boorish
or bashful. Now I must go up to my
room, Howard, and renovate myself a
little for luncheon.” W ith this she left
the parlor.
About a week after, Edward Kasson
called one evening. He impressed Kate
with a sense of squareness. He was
tall, and had square shoulders.
His
forehead was square; his eyebrows
arched very little ; his chin and jaws
were squared off rather heavily, and his
mustache stood out quite straight at the
ends, instead of drooping over the
straight, firmly-closed lips.
Moreover,

he had a little, straight, cleft in his chin. not marry Howard; it was an impossi
He was neither boorish nor bashful, bility now. But could she tell him the
however, though he was a trifle clumsy reason why she had changed her mind?
and had very little idea of dancing-school aud again, Kasson was going to leave in
grace.
Kate took a faucy to him a week or ten days, and he would not
straightway, and after he and she had say a word to her, except friendly ones,
talked together about a little of every while thinking her engaged to Winslow.
thing, and he had gone home, she wrote Then the result would be, Kate would
a letter to Howard containing the follow have no lover at all. A visiou of olding paragraph :
maidhood rose up before her—a vision
“ Your friend, Mr. Kasson, called this of lonely years at school-teaching, over
evening ; and both mother and I liked which she would grow gray and crabbed.
him very much. He seems so pleasant- She could not solve her problem at all,
tempered, and is certainly a very agree but she finally did send Howard a most
able talker.”
friendly note telling him she could not
And not only was Kate pleased, but marry him because she loved some one
so was Kasson, and though he did not else.
write many letters to his married sis
The evening after she sent that note,
ter, when he did honor her with an there came in for a call the minister’s
epistle he devoted a few lines thereof wife, Mrs. Van Vleck, and a little later,
to Miss Reid:
Edward Kasson. Kate had just written
*‘She is very good-looking and sensi a letter to her bosom friend, Millicent
ble, and has introduced me to several Sheppard, and the elump of note paper,
pleasant people. It is she to whom the pen and ink, still lay on the table.
Winslow is engaged, and he has chosen She lingered the letter impatiently at
with excellent taste. Hope I shall have Mrs. Van Vleck maundered away abous
the entree of their New York house.”
some fair that the church people were
So you see it was all a sort of mutual getting up.
Finally, she turned to
admiration society in the beginning. It Kate, and said:
did not last, however, for a very long
“ And we want you to act as secretary,
time.
my dear. We want you to write a note
Kasson became disgusted with Wins to Mrs. Morse, asking for flowers—but
low first. He was such an ass to be en just take that piece of paper, and put
gaged to so charming a girl, and instead down the list of your duties.”
of living in her smiles, go off to Florida
There was no escape. Kate drew the
to get rid of the cold weather. What sheet of paper towards her, and made a
was cold weather, compared to the ten bst of the things she must do for the
der passion ? Then Kate: she was so F a r.
happy without her love that she surely
“ Aud now,” added Mrs. Van Fleck,
could not care very much for the absent finally, with a patroniziug smile towards
one, although they did appear on such Kasson. “ You must write notes to Mr.
excellent terms with each other. Kas Weeks and Mr. Kasson, asking their aid
son leveled a great deal of unnecessary in some heavy work, such as putting
vituperation at the heads of the engaged up tables.”
people, but, nevertheless, he went to
Kate laughed.
the Widow Reid’s on every excuse he
“ I ’ll write Mr. Kasson’s note right
could devise, and a good many times away,” she said, beginning to do so in
when he had no excuse at all. Along in fact.
February, however, he put himself
“ W hileyou are doing that,” said Mrs.
through a severe course of self-examina Reid, “ I’ll take Mrs. Van Vleck in the
tion. What was he going to the Widow dining room to look at my home-made
Reid’s for ? To see Kate. What busi lambrequins.”
ness had he to devote himself to a girl
They went out of the parlor, leaving
who was engaged ? And thereupon he Kate writing an absurd note to Kasson.
shook his wicked inclinations fiercely, She had hardly finished it, when her
and did not go near Kate for ten days.
mother called her.
Finally she met him. on the street.
“ Come here just a minute, Kate.”
“ Have you been away?” she asked,
Like a flash there entered a thought
smiling up at him in a most friendly into Kate’s brain. Ou the table lay two
fashion.
notes, one to Millicent Sheppard, one to
“ Oh, no,” said Kasson.
Mr. Kasson.
It took but a second to
“ Been sick, then?” persisted Kate.
thrust the letter to Millicent into the
“ I should think not,” was the reply, envelope directed lo Kasson. Tl en she
given with a healthy man’s contempt of handed it him with a smile, saying as
she did so:
illness.
“ Are you mad at m e?” added Kate,
“ Here are your commands.”
cleverly mimicking a child's pout.
As she went out of the room, Kasson
“ Good heavens 1 No !” exclaimed Kas opened lxis note and read thus:
son. “ The fact is, I am a fool, and I > “ I have time but for a few lines, but
have been busy, Miss Reid, and I’ll be they are enough to tell you a secret; a
down to see you this evening, if I shall secret Avhich I have j ust discovered my
self, and which is making me very upnot bore you.”
“ You are never a bore to mother and liappy.”
m e,” said Kate; “ and don’t overwork
Kasson read this in amazement; then
yourself, Mr. Kasson, but take time for brushed a lock of hair off his forehead,
and continued:
social relaxation. ”
In truth Kate’s philanthropy was only
“ You know very well that I didn’t
skin deep.
She liked Kasson’s com love Howard Winslow when I engaged
pany, and hardly deceived herself when myself to him, and I told him that frank
she urged him to take time for social re ly. W e were simply excellent friends.
laxation.
But now I love somebody else, and I
Kasson obeyed her, and the result wrote a letter to Howard to-day, break
was they were left together more than ing off the engagement. I could not
ever.
She stored up all the funny marry him while I loved Edward Kas
stories about her pupils to tell him. son, the gentleman of whom I have
She made him read the articles in maga written you before.”
Kasson read no more. He understood
zines of which she approved.
She
scolded him for shunning his political now that Ka.e had handed him the wrong
duties, and in short, treated him as an old note. He glanced on the table and saw
and favored friend. As for Kasson, he the other note. In a second he had put
sat at the feet of his charming female the letter to Millicent in the right en
Gamaliel and learned not only to dis velope, and was reading his absurd
criminate as to magazine articles and “ commands” when the ladies re-entered.
It was a hard minute for Kate, but she
to know his whole duty as a free citizen
of the United States, but also received was a good actress. Not a dash of color
a variety of other decidedly interesting reddened her cheek as she turned to
information. He threw out a vague re Kasson and said :
“ Can you perform your multifarious
mark once about being fond of music,
and Kate resumed her neglected prac duties ?”
She saw that he had his own note in
ticing again. When she woke up to the
fact that she was practicing for Kasson’s his hands, and she understood and loved
express benefit, she was ashamed of him for what he had done. This square
herself, and took her turn at mental faced, clumsy man had something of a
discipline, and wrote Howard such an woman’s delicacy and quick-witted tact.
“ 1 rarely have received orders so
affectionate letter that the recipient was
pleasant to perform,” he said, with a
nearly struck dumb with surprise.
He was to return in the latter part of double meaning to his words—a double
March, but long before that time Kate meaning which he had no idea Miss Reid
realized very keenly that she was in understood.
The rest of the evening passed quietly,
love with Edward Kasson.
She felt
much distressed thereat on Howard and not until two days later did Kasson
Winslow’s account, for though she had perform his “ pleasant duty.” In spite
told him frankly she did not love him, of the knowledge he had that Kate Reid
nevertheless to love some other man loved him, he hardly knew how to ask
her to be his wife. He was not going to
was certainly dishonorable.
Kasson was miserable, also. He was tell her that she had handed him the
a gentleman, and therefore would have wrong note, and that he had thus dis
chopped his right baud off rather than covered she loved him. No, indeed.
show a spark of his love for Kate. He He would never lisp a syllable of her
kept his secret well, but it came out fortunate mistake. These thoughts ran
one evening, aceideutally. Kate had through his brain as he sat near Kate,
been puzzling him with a mathematical and talked with her absently.. The first
problem to solve, on which he had used lull that oame in the conversation he
some old letter-backs that he had in his took advantage of, saying :
“ Miss Reid, is it rude to ask when
pocket. After he had gone, the scraps
of paper were strewn over tho table. you last heard from W inslow?”
“ I have not heard from him for over a
Kate tossed them in the fire, one by one,
absently, but as she lifted the last scrap, week,” she answered, the color coming
she was caught by seeing her name into her cheeks now.
A short silence followed. Then Kas
written thereon.
She read what was
written, as any one might have done, son said bravely,—
“ You are going to marry him next
for Kasson had said that the papers
were nothing. This was what she read: spring, are you not ?”
“ I shall never marry him ,” answered
“ la m heartily sorry for you, Ed. It
seems hard that the only woman you Kate.
They were not a sentimental boy and
ever cared for should be engaged to an
other man. As you say, the only thing girl, but the rest of the tete-a-tete I do
you can do is to run away from Miss not propose to chronicle, on account of
Reid before any one can guess that you its incoherencv. However, it resulted
in satisfaction for them, and bewilder
love her.”
Kate held the scrap in her hand for a ment for Mrs. Reid, and (subsequently)
for the gossips of Shatemuc City. As
second; then tossed it in the fire.
“ So he loves me,” she thought, ex for Winslow, he took it philosophically
and married another young lady last
ultantly.
Like a dash of water on a hot coal fall. It is something of a problem in
came the memory of Howard Winslow. my mind whether or no Kate Kasson
Kate dropped into the nearest chair, and will ever confess her stratagem to her
cried a little. It seemed very hard, in husband, or whether he will confess to
deed, that she and Winslow must marry her that by mistake (?) he saw the let
each other when neither cared a great ter she wrote to her friend, Miss Shep
pard. So far, neither has hinted a word
deal for the other.
After considerable reflection, Kate of their respective secrets. It is my be
came to the conclusion that she would lief they never will.— Golden Buie.

people.

The travel to the lakes, over

this route, though smaller than usual
the season just closed, was very large
— over 100 in one week passing
through here to the lakes. This trav
el will surely go another way unless
this road is built.

Phillips, Franklin Co., Me,
Saturday, Oet. lt>, 1878.
0. M. MOORE, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

*‘Our Railroad ”
At no time since the Railroad was
first proposed up the Sandy River val
ley, has the prospects for its construc
tion been more encouraging than at
present.
The matter is now being
handled in a systematic manner, and
something o f the old enthusiasm is
again aroused.
A t the last meeting
in Phillips, a committee composed o f
Messrs. Mansfield, Farmer and M oore,
was appointed to ascertain the amount
o f business now being transacted in
the northern part o f Franklin, which
would go over the road when built,
that now is done by teams.
That
committee has about completed their
duty, and already find the transporta
tion business o f the section to be ac
commodated amounts to over $20,000
annually.

The same amount o f busi

ness can be done by rail at a cost o
some $8,000 at most, leaving the bal
ance o f $12,000 to pay the interest on
the cost o f the road— $100,000. The

Joel W ilbur, E sq., o f A v o n , a
thorough business man, also as is Mr.
Toothaker, and whose words should
go far towards forming public opinion
in this matter, thought— knew it was
the very thing our farmers need.
A
nearer market, so that we may com
pete with other places.
A s to the
probable increased valuation o f prop
erty, in advent o f a railroad, M r. W il
bur alluded to a 3'oung farmer who
had said his farm would bring him
$500,00 more after the road was com
pleted than now.

He

rightly held

that it would more benefit farmers than
business men, and w e’ ve no doubt if
any dispute this fact, he will be glad
to argue the point with them at the
next meeting. He closed in saying,
“ Let us do our duty.”
P . A . Sawyer, Esq., spoke o f im
portance o f ladies attending these
meetings, and we hope th ey’ll attend
to it. “ W e have now approached the
crisis,” he said,as regards the railroad,
“ and it is now life or death.”
The Editor was called for, but be
ing a poor speaker, his ideas were not
noted.
The chairman dwelt considerably
upon the idea o f many who are seem
ingly not tinterested in the project,
though they should be, and are con

Effects o f the Gale.

— W e are happy to state that the
Rev. E . Toothaker lias so far recov

£<m?mI .Yales.

The severest gale known on the A t
lantic coast for fifteen years visited it
Saturday, the wind blow ing trom the
northeast and north, accompanied by
rain, and increasing in violence up to
Sunday morning. In this immediate
vicinity its fury was not so severely
felt. The shipping in our harbor suf
fered not at all, two small yachts only
breaking from their moorings and sink
ing. On shore the damage extended
only to the wrenching o f limbs from
trees, and such slight attractions o f
the playful zephyrs. T he violence of
the tempest appeared to be principal
ly upon the Massachusetts coast.
R e
ports from Vineyard Haven and other
ports announce the extent of damage.
M aine shipping suffered considerably.
Schooner Clara Smith, Captain
Green, of this port, bound from W ind
sor to Baltimore loaded with plaster,
anchored on Nantucket shoal, Satur
day and dragged across the Horse
Shoe shoal, the vessei sinking im
mediately in nine fathoms o f water in
the ship channel. T he crew took to
the rigging and remained there nine
teen hours, when they were taken off
by steamer Nereus. Johu W ood of
this city died o f exposure while lash
ed in the rigging. His body was re
covered next day by steamer Glaucus,
and taken to New Y ork , from whence
it will be brought home.
The un
fortunate seaman leaves a wife and
three children.
T he schoouer was
owned in this city— 3-4 by the M cLoon estate, and the balance by H . G.
Bird, A . J. Bird and the captain.
The latter’s interest only was insured.
Capt. H. G . Bird has gone on to look
after the crew, who were taken into
Vineyard Haven.
Schooner Ned Sumpter, o f Rock
land, went ashore at Dutch Island,
but was got off without damage.
Schooner M onticello, o f Rockland,
for New Y ork loaded with lime, drag
ged ashore on canal flats, Vineyard
Haven. Is reported very tight. G .
W . Kim ball, J r., has gone on to look
after her.
Schooner W m . Penn, o f and from
S t. George for New Y ork , loaded with
stone, also dragged ashore on the
canal flat and bilged.
Schooner Nahant- o f Camden, is re
ported ashore on L ong Point.
Our Thomastou correspondend no
tices the accidents which happened to
shipping o f that port.
Taken all
around, the gale o f Oct. 12th will long
be remembered for its fierceness, and
the amount o f damage it wrought up
on the shipping o f this State.— Rock
land Courier.

ered trom his late severe sickness as
— “ A t H om e.”
— A fair hand

has

laid

upon

our

in the Nniou church to-m orrow , O ct.

table a dandelion in full bloom.

— T he

Press

puts

W inthrop

in

Franklin Co.
— Harry P. Dill and little fam ily
are away on a visit to friends tu M as
sachusetts.
— In

the

absence

o f our

Post

master, the duties ol the office devolve
upon Miss Dutton, aud Mr. W heeler.
— T he village school house has been
trimmed in a very tasty manner,
the scholars, with cedar

and

by

ever

greens.
— The

been a very great sufferer for nearly a
year, with what was supposed to be
cancerous tumor, but terminating quite

pilot boat.

in valuation for the road to some $15,.
000, and together with the town cred
its now obtained and the subscriptions,

suddenly in dropsy. She was buried
from her former home Thursday, Rev.

the remainder o f the jo b is very light
comparatively.
One share apiece
among men who are able will build
the road.

priate services.
M r. M oulton, who
had been in the W est, returned in
June to render the most u ntiring care
and attention to the sick, which can
be appreciated by none as it was by
herself.
O bserver.

M eixco, Oct. 18.
Twenty-five Protestants were killed
by a Catholic mob, at A tzala, M ex
ico, Sept. 29tli.

and a part o f Farmington, amounting

A . Toothaker, Esq., spoke very
much in favor o f the road, and in

M r. Toothaker rendering b rief but ap-

spite o f the fault-findings o f penurious
men, showed a determination that will • fcd^A telegram, dated Oct. 14, says
not down as long as others do their du that Susan, wife o f the late Capt.
ty.
Spoke o f the practicability o f the John Fassett o f Bristol, aged about
route ; o f its benefits to the upper
country, and the general interest
which should be manifested in its aid.
• He well said :
“ It is our cause, so
let us take hold together.

65, committed suicide by drowning
last Sunday night. She has been par
tially insane for two years.

Saui’l Farmer next spoke o f the peo

our paper, to state that they saw their

ple whose calling his name represents,
as those to be m ost benefitted by the

advertisement in the P h o n o g r a p h , as

road, and thought
it rather im
practicable to expect the rich men to
build the road, as any may clearly see

fit o f advertising.

after a ltttle deliberation.
The road
is not to be built for the purpose o f en
riching a few,but our directors are the
very men who are most interested in
promoting the interests o f the whole

W i ll our readers do us the kindness,
when purchasing goods advertised

in

we W'ish our patrons to realize the bene

— A t the Universalist sociable, this
evening, at Lambert hall, the young
ladies will present a laughable farce.
A n admission fee o f five cents will be
charged.
Better late then never.

Horrible Butchery.

Fred A . F . Adams of the M errymeeting

Farm,

Bowdoinham,

has

gone into bankruptcy.

20th.
— Our lumbermen are
paring for the
winter

lmlled-corn sociable, at the

about pre
cam paign.

M essrs. Toothaker and Shepard went
to the lakes this week to make prep
arations for their usual extensive busi
ness in logging.
— T he cattle recently seen on the
shores o f the K ennebago pond, have
been claimed and taken by M r. J.
Mulligan, o f L ow elltow n, on M oose
river, having been wandering since
August.

T hey were driven

through

here Friday.

Grange H all, Thursday evening, was
a very successful affair, the hall being

— The season o f Shows and Fairs is
over, and the poor printer m ay rest till
crowded.
another fall ushers in the era o f prem i
— W hat shall we say
of
the ums and barn-yard addresses, and the
weather? Have you not experienced error o f a faithful correspondent on
something salubrious o f late? Rugular “ cabbaging” our entire list o f prem i
June days.

— Charley' Pickens has been “ pick,
en” raspberries, and o f course remem
bered us— lots o f ’em. Bub W a rren
did the same.
— 'Our thanks

are due

to M ajor

Seward D ill for another excellent b a s
ket o f apples ; also two bouncers from
D . H . Toothaker.
— The Directors o f the Sandy River
R ailroad will meet this Saturday

question o f the committee naturally
evening, at the Barden House to trans
arises, H ow can any one be afraid to
tinually inquiring, “ H ow
is your
act im portant business.
take such stock ? The committee will*
road ?” expressing himself piously in
— W e would call especial attention
be prepared to give complete statistics
dignant at such queries.
It is your
to the article on the first page o f our
for present and probable future busi
road— every body’s road.
A ny one
Extra, written by the popular land
ness o f the road in freightage and trav
who takhs pains to look into the matel, with the cost o f running the road,
lord o f the Barden House.
can see the impossility o f any body’ s
next week.
W ith a gentleman o f
capturing the road, and cheating the
— The case o f M cK een vs. Richards,
M r. Mansfield's experience at the head
will be found in full, upon the second
stock-holders out o f their shares— the
o f this matter, our people will soon be
page o f the extra sheet, which is is
thing is impossible, and we say the
made aware of the vast importance o f
sued with the present number.
man who casts such reflections upon
immediate action towards the comple
the honorable
gentlemen o f the
tion o f the road.
— The public reading by M iss Pen
Board o f Directors, is totally ignorant
Am ong the many advantages o f the
dleton, at the chrueh, last M onday
o f them, or over-reaches his own sel
road to farmers, and this locality gen
evening, was not fully attended, though
fishness in his endeavor to excuse him 
erally, M r. Farm er informs us that
quite well deserving o f a better house.
self from taking stock in the road— the
gentlemen o f means stand ready, when
road that will benefit the poorest and
— Our porringer was well filled a
it is a sure thing that the railroad will
the richest alike. W e think we are
few
days since, by M r. H. R . Fuller,
be built, to com e to Phillips and build
able to demonstrate this simple fact,
the
meat-man,
with an exellent quar
a pulp mill and spool factory, which
Latest
News
by
Telegraph,
and
may,
if
necessary,
at
some
future
ter
o
f
lam
b,
for
which our thanks are
will be sure to raise the price of cer
time.
due.
----TO
THE—
tain woods to treble their present val
M r. Toothaker said he had rather
ue— white birch and poplar, for in
— A beautiful boquet o f out-door
PHONOGRAPH.
give
the amount subscribed by him,
stance, will be worth $4 .00 per cord.
flowers has been brought us by M rs.
Mr. F. pertinently asks, “ Farmers, than to see the project succumb,
Joseph Boston. A red ripe straw
Tilden’s Denial.
can you afford to stand aloof and let and felt that it would be wise and
berry adorns the centre o f the pretty
N ew Y ork, O ct. 18.
the railroad enterprise go down, when judicious, and perfectably warranta
group.
Samuel J . Tilden, in a lengthy let
it is the very machine that is sure to ble (except in law ) to tax towns aud
— “ Our artist” being away, a nov
ter
to a city paper, utterly denies any
raise the mortgages on your property, individuals to an equal amount for
ice
executed the “ cut” on this weeks
com
plicity
whatever
in
the
cipher
tel
and bring wealth and prosperity to the construction o f the road.
egrams.
extra,
and what he lacked in finish he
The meeting closed with a much
your doors ?”
made
up
in the endeavor to catch the
better feeling than we have seen for
W e think n o t!
Marine Disaster.
“
bar.”
A t the meeting held in Strong,Tues some time.
Boston, Oct. 18,
— W e understand that B. a n t ^ . S.
day evening, over which P . A . Stubbs,
O b i t u a r y . — In the death o f Mrs.
The whaling bark Susan, which
Esq., presided, considerable enthu J . D . Moulton, who passed calmly to left N ew B edford 12th inst, capsized T arbox, well known here, are on their
siasm prevailed. M r.M ansfield spoke rest about midnight, Oct. 14th, our the same day while hove to. Out o f way from A roostook to this locality
o f the advantages already gained for village has lost a quiet, social, indus the crew o f 25, three only were sav with sixty head of handsome cattle,
the project, such as the right o f way trious aud cheerful wom an. She had ed, after many perils, by a timely and will reach home about the 25th.
now granted free of cost through the
towns o f Phillips, A v o n and Strong,

to be able to resume his duties as a
pastor, and will preach one sermon

— The threshers are now at work,
separating the golden grain from the
sheaves of straw— the former going to
the refreshment o f the inner man, and
the latter is quite handy for stuffing
bed-ticks.
— A m on g our new advertisements,
this week, are, one by A . Toothaker
& C o., Edwin C . Barnes, D . H . T ooth 
aker, J . D . Esty, P hillips; N on Resi

ums for publication by anther sheet,
and taking credit for the same ! ’ Suo
use.
— Another railroad meeting will be
held at Strong, next Thursday after
noon, at two o ’clock , when the P hil
lips Band
will be present, and a
rousing time it anticipated. The la
dies are especially invited to attend,
and stir
up the men who have
grown cold in this matter, to a sense
o f their future greatness.
— I f you go into the w oods to work
this winter, be sure and com e in aud
get some good reading to take along
with you. W e can furnish our paper
for a few months, and also send in
some o f cur many exchanges, with
which to while away the long evenings
o f winter. Our library will also be
accessable— all at very
favorable
terms.
— M isfortunes are plentiful with us,
all along. Our last exploit was not
so disasterous as might have been.
While placing a form upon the press,
the “ chase” (an iron fram e, which
holds the type) snapped assunder,
while standing u p righ t; but with a
little coolness and timely assistance a
huge mess o f “ pie” was saved, and
here we are.
— W hoop ! W h o-o-o-op I Old and
young, all a whooping. T he w h oop
ing cough is, or has been, in nearly
every fam ily, hereabouts,

from the ,

youngest to the gray-headed. W e
have had it with us since the paper
was started, and have thus been able
to cough up a great deal o f “ spleen”
and other bad matter, which never
will do any harm if we only “ spit it
ou t,” and be careful which way we
“ spit.”
— Last week we were crowded to
such an extent with reading matter,
that we were obliged to issue an extra,
and this week, are placed in the same
predicament. H ope it won’t hurt amy
body’s feelings. W e won’t do so any
oftener than once a week, unless som e
thing terrible bad happens. W e have
not yet announced that we should is 
sue an extra, but we may, if our e f
forts in the com ing weeks meet with
the success o f the past.
— W e do not intend that our Church
Directory shall be exclusively for the

pre dent T axes o f N o. S ix ; P. W . H ub benefit o f Phillips. The surrounding
bard, Lee Stoyel, B. Farrer, and the towns are welcome to its privileges,
Stoddard H ouse, F arm ington,
and we hope some one o f each denom i
— Our traders, who went up to Bos
nation in Strong, Temple, W e ld , N ew
—
The
report
o
f
the
committee
on
ton last week, have all returned with
Vineyard, Salem, M adrid, R angelev,
herds,
for
the
recent
show,
has
just
a large stock o f goods in their line.
been handed in. T hey give the first Freeman, Kingfield, and other towns
One firm, that o f A . Toothaker & C o.,
premium for full bloods to Theron B. in North Franklin, and where our
take advantage o f our columns, to^anHunter, for a herd o f Ayrshires ; best paper circulates, will see to it, as it is
nounce their fall stock, and their
herd
o f grades, 1st to J . B. W ells, o f a matter o f interest to m any.
large advertisement will be found on
Avon
; 2d to Lyman B. Bunnell, o f
the opposite page. It is well known
— W e are surprised at the beauty o f
Phillips.
that this house has one o f the largest
the hearse, owned in this village by
assortments in town, or this side o f
— Our market reports will be noticed Capt. E . M . R obin son. N ot many
Lewiston. W e happened in as their and appreciated, we doubt not, as places outside o f large cities have a
last .nvoice was being probcrlv placed quite extensive and complete. W e are better one. H ow much more fitting
by the attentive clerk, M r. Goding, after everything o f interest and shall that the last sad rites, and the farewell
Typhoid aud bilious fevers
vail to some extent in Palmyra.

and can fully endorse the statements o f
the card in another column. And we
know, from experience, that an excel
lent trade can be there obtained for

continue to improve our paper till its journey— to the grave— should be in
patronage warrants the printing o f a respectable manner. Nothing more
both sides at home. That time is fast shocks the nerves o f a feeling public
approaching. N o day passes but new than to see the remains o f a being

cash.
G ive them a call, and we’ll
warrant sat i sfact ion.

names are added to our already goodsized list. Yet there’s room.

taken to the last resting place in an
inappropriate vehicle
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Our Cuiiufj; & State*
A thousand gallons o f seized liquor
were destroyed in Portland, W e d 
nesday.
The Chronele says that M r. Ezekiel
R acklyff.of A llen’ s Mills died sudden
ly Sept. 28th.
Rev. M r. Sprague, o f A ndover
Maine, preached an able sermon in
Kingfield, last Sunday.
The D over O bserver says that there
are many cases o f typhoid and other
fevers about town at the present time.
The Bangor and Piscataquis slate
quarry has been sold to parties in Bos
ton. T h ey are to commence working
it this fall.
T he
Journal says that there
seems to be something akin to a
horse epidem ic raging at Augusta at
the present time.
T h e farm barn and contents owned
by C. B. Lovejoy o f Belgrade, were
destroyed by fire Monday night. Loss
$ 8 0 0 ; partially insured.
A movement is to be made by the citzens o f W iscasset to have the storm
signals displayed in that place as they
are repeated to Boothhay.

M ls r e lla iie c u s *
Mr. Cronin o f Bath had his heaver
smashed and his head .-light !v scratch
ed in the Old Colony railroad d' aster.
•
The first district G reenback-; )emocrat convention V\ eduesday n /initiat
ed Matthias Ellis o f Carver for Con
gress.
\
A riot among the negroes is reported
to have occured in W a terp roof,L ou is
iana, W ednesday, in which a number
were killed.
Daniel M . Dickenson, who embez
zled $16,000 from a N ew ark hank,
has been sentenced to 10 years in
State Prison.
The Am eer o f Afghanistan is en
deavoring to raise a religious war
among the Mohammedans of Central
Asia against England.
A panic took place in a crowded
colored church at Lynchburg, Va.,
W ednesday night. Ten persons were
killed and many injured.
James Bartholomew, a letter carri
er in the Highland district, Boston,
while climbing a picket tence fell
across, and fatal injury is feared.

The boilers in Sellinger’ s shingle
Tuesday forenoon, J. 8 . Davis o f mill in Cincinnati exploded Tuesday,
Gardiner, fell out o f an apple tree instantly killing Benjamin Leeple and
and broke his left leg about m idway seriously wounding four others.
between the knee and ankle.
Despatches from all parts o f the
The 34th annual session o f the fever region shows no material abate
Grand D ivision Sons o f Temperance ment o f the disease. J eff Davis, J r .,
o f M aine, will be held in the city o f only son o f Jefferson D avis, died in
Gardiner on Wednesday, 23d instant. Memphis, o f the fever W ednesday.
A . R . Dunton in the Camden Herald
asserts that Meservey and Hart wrote
the anonymous letters that helped con
vict Hart of the St. George murder.
A number o f specimens o f
minous coal have been found on
tin Main’s farm in Crystal, and
are strong indications that a coal
exists there.

bitu
M ar
there
mine

The Press says at a fire in Gorham,
Friday night, Mr. Stephen Hinckley
was struck on the head by a falling
ladder and considerably hurt, hut it is
thought not seriously injured.

The grand ju ry in New Haven
Wednesday found a true hill against
Freeman, colored, who raped a seven
year old girl in Ansonia two weeks
ago, and narrowly escaped lynching.
Reliable unofficial returns from all
the counties o f Ohio given Barnes,
the Republican nominee for Secretary
o f State, a majority o f 3,154.
The
returns also show the election o f 9
Republican aud 11 D em ocratic Con
gressmen.
On M onday afternoon Frank K im 
ball, a brakeman on the Intercolo
nial railway, while intoxicated, fell
on the tract near the depot in St.
John and was run over by an in
coming train.
He was a native
o f North Berwick, where his parents
resides.

A dykntfkkpof a D etective .— A n
drew Wilspn Madge i is a smart ap
pearing man o f perhaps thirlv-six
years o f age. He is connect'd w ith
the Untied btates Secret Service,
from which he receives, pres,muddy,
an adeqa w alary. Hi- native place
is W arren, Ale., where he married
his wife, by whom he has had* a fam
ily. About six years ago he moved
out to Ohio, taking his family with
him.
His business has caused him
to travel considerably aud he has
several times been in W arren. A
short time since, being on his way to
Montreal to work up a case, lie stop
ped there, and while there he was ar
rested upon a charge o f adultery with
a woman belonging there, with whom
he had been for some time quite in
timately connected.
Thursday week
he was' taken before a magistrate for
examination and the case was con
tinued to the following Saturday, he
furnishing bonds totlie amount o f $300
to appear at that time. In the m ean
time he stepped out, and it being
thought that he might be in Portland
Constable A . M . Wetherbee o f that
place telegraphed to Marshal Bridges
Saturday night, to have him arrest
ed if he could he found, and follow 
ing out these instructions, Marshall
Bridges and Deputy Marshall C row 
ell found and arrested him at his sis
ter’ s residence on W ilm ot street.
Since the examination the woman with
whom he was charged with comm iting
adultery has produced a marriage cer
tificate, showing that they have been
joined in marriage, which makes him
not only an adulterer but a bigam
ist. He was taken to the station,
where he will remain until taken hack
to W arren by Constable G . D . H ay
den.— Press.
A n Omaha special says that M ajor
Rendleblock has arrived there from
his pursuit o f Cheyennes, and charges
the escape o f the Cheyennes upon
Colonel M eguer o f Fort Reno.

t
Price Current.

Corr&eted every Friday.
Apples—cooking. 15 @ 25; eating, 30 3 50; dried
5a7
Beans—yellow eyes, 7 quart; pea, 8
Butter—first quality, 18 g 20 if ft.
Cheese—Factory. 10 tf ft. Home made 11.
Coffee—Rio, 18 (a) 25 if tb; Java, 30 & 35
Corn—Western 75 3 80
Flour—5.00@7.50 if bbl
The President and party arrived at Fish—dry cod, 5 if ft ; pollock, 3; hake, 1; rock
cod, 4
M rs. M. Campbell, agent o f the W inchester, V a .. Wednesdsy. In ad
Lard—pail, 11 W ft; tierce, 10
New England W omen Suffrage A s  dition to the President there are M rs. Molasses—40 S 55 U gallon
Sugar—granulted, 11 if ft ; cut loaf, 12; coffeesociation, will lecture at North Clies- IJaj’ es, W ebb C. Hayes, General aud
crushed, 9%; standard vellow, 9
terville, Tuesday evening, Oct. 2 ’2d. M rs. Hastings, Secretary Thomas and Tea—Japan, 50 g 60 F1ft; Oolong, 35 § 60
Potatoes—new, 50 ¥ bushel
We understand she is to speak at var others. They were met at the rail- Oats—
bushel
the hundred, 5.00 g 7.00; steak 10 g 14
ious points in our count}’ .
railroad station by a large crow d, aud Beef—by
ft; roasts, 7 g 10; corned, 4 g 6
Poultry—chickens, 8 g 12 if ft; turkeys, 12; or
The buildings o f Solon Staples of thence proceeded to the residence of
dinary fowls, 7 3 10
G
ov.
Halliday
who
courteously
receiv
Pork—roast, 8 @ 9 if ft; round hog, 5; clear salt
Lewiston, were burned the 10th inst.
pork,
8 @ 10; hams, 10 @ 12
The tire caught in the barn, and is ed the visitors, and after a brief rest Mutton—6 3 8 D^ft; spring lamb, 6 a 10
the
party
proceeded
to
the
fair
Veal
Steak—12
if ft: roast, 6 s 8
supposed to have beeu set by tramps.
Nutmegs—8 if oz
Starch—10.3 12
It was insured in the Merchants, N ew  grounds.
Soda—6 3 8
ark, which will cover the loss.
In Lagrange on Tuesday the 8th Cream Tartar—40 U 1b
Dried Currants—10 if ft
A pair o f large nice oxen made iust., M r. W in. Barton and R ev. M r. Raisins—10 @ 12
¥ ft
their appearance about one week since French were shingling on the cupola Onions—3
Vinegar—35 if gallon
on the shores o f Keunebago Lake, on the former’s barn. The staging Pickles—8 If ft
Rice—8 @ 10 if ft
They are strangecattle there, unknown gave away and they fell to the roof, Kerosene Oil—20 a 28 gallon
which
is
very
steep,
taking
all
the
[The above prices are at retail.]
to anyone in the region. It is sup
PRODUCE MARKET.
posed they have come through from staging o f the roof in their descent,
some o f the Canadian lumbering fields. and then to the ground, a distance o f Apples—Winter, No. 1 ,1.50g2.00 F1barrel; dried
twenty feet. M r. Barton was serious 3ff5
Beam—yellow eyes, 1.85 32.00; pea, 1.85 3 2.00;
The Augusta Journal says that ly injured in the back and spine.
medium, 1.75 if bushel
Silas Whittier, a young man of Corn- Rev. M r. French was entirely covered Eggs—14 if dozen
Hay—10.00 U ton; straw, 5.00
ville, died o f heart-disease, on the up with boards, and a bunch o f shingles Oats—30 a 35 if bushel
3 40
morning o f the 6th inst". This death hit him on the hip throwing it out o f Potatoes—35
Wood—hard 2.50 3 3.00$'’ cord
Pdfs—50 3 75
was very •startling to the communities joint and breaking some bones.
Hides—
of Athens and Cornville, where the
Wool—33 © 35 if ft

The Democrat says that a barn beloning to M rs. Sarah Hewett o f South
Paris was burned, Friday evening.
It contained from twenty-five to thirty
toils o f hay stored by different parties.
Cause o f fire unknown.

A W ashington special says that
deceased was well known and respect
Portland Market.
ed. Only the day before hewas fenc Senator M itchell, o f Oregon, was
interviewed Tuesday, in relation to the
T h u r s d a y , Oct. 17.
ing on his farm.
Apples—1 00g2 00 if bbl. Dried 537c ¥ ft.
Tribune’ s cipher despatches. He says
Butter—20g23c for family; store 10315c t? ft
There has been quite a stir among
Beans—p e a l 9032 00; yellow eyes, 2 (X)g2 25
he has no idea how the Tribune ob
Cheese—Maine and Vermont Factory, 834.310c
the cattle buyers for the past three tained the dispatches, as they were
Fishr-large shore 3 50@4 (X); large bank 3 503
weeks in North New Portland. There ordered boxed and returned to the W . 4 75; small 2 7532 50; pollock 1 5031 75; had
dock
1753150; herring none per bbl; scaled 183
prices are about the same as they Union Telegraph Company. He says 22c ¥ box;
mackerel ¥ bbl—bay No. 2 to No. 1,
were last year. G ood matched steers
7 00g 14 00; shore Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 3 25gl7 00
that leaving the dispatches relating to
Flour—superfine 3 5034 00; spring X and X X
sell readily and at good prices. James
Southern States aside, if Mie Senate 4 7505 75; Michigan X and X X 6 00@5 75; pa
F. Comfortli o f that town sold two had sustained him in compelling the tent spring wheat, 7 50g8 50; St Louis X and
X X to best, 5 50@7 25
pairs*bf three years old steers, recently.
drain—Corn 55 gale per bushel; oats 37337;
cashier or the Third National bank to fine
feed 24 00324 00 if ton; shorts 20 00 if ton
One pair brought $140 and the other
Hay—Loose 12313 if ton; pressed 11 00gl2 00;
produce Tildeu’s hank account, he
$160.
The latter goes to Rockdale,
straw 6 38 if ton
beleives that he could have shown a
Lard—¥ tierce 7%@8o ft; if keg 73438; pail
Mass. *
disbursement o f between one and two 103439)4
Plaster—white perton 3 00; blue 2 75; ground
Stephen Pratt o f New Vineyard millions from Tilden’ s private ac in bids 8 00 <j0 00; calcined in bbls 2 753 3 00
Produce—beef side 7g9c; veal none; mutton
has an apple tree over ninety years old count.
9311c; chickens 10312c; turkeys 14316c; eggs
17gl6o; potatoes new, 60c if bushel.
which has not failed to hear a good
Cheerful notes from Thomaston : —
Provisions—Chicago extra beef 10 50gl2 50;
crop for seventy-five years. M r. Pratt George Knight, the Poland, murderer pork backs 14gl4; clear 13313; mess 10 60311;
hams
11314c ¥ ft; round hogs 656% o
has another tree that lifts borne apples is fat and hearty.
He has laid up
over seventy years— bore twenty-five quite a sum o f money, which is on Gold nnd Stock Market.
this year and six years ago it bore deposit at Thomaston Savings Bank.
N e w Y o r k , O ct. 17.
Money was loaned at 6 per cent, on call.
forty bushels. It is a very large tree This summer lie cultivated a garden
Gold, 100)4,
being over six feet girth two feet in the prison court and cleared $15 on
United States Sixes 1881, coupon,
107)4
“
“
5-20’s, 1865, new,
102%
from the ground, and the top is so cucumbers. Lowell the wife murderer,
“
“
“ 1867, registered, 105%
“
“
“
“ coupon,
105%
wide spread that at noon it casts a is at the head o f the varnishing room
“
“
“ 1868, registered, 107%
shadow forty feet in diameter.
“
“
“
“ coupon,
107%
aud is a good workman. Joe Preble,
“
“
10-40’s, 1867, registered, 105%
An addition is to he made to the who murdered his wife in the street
“
“
“
“
coupon,
105%
Now Fives, registered.
10-1
Methodist Church at K ent’ s Hill, suffi near the psesent Little Androscoggin
New Fives, coupon,
105%
United
States
new
4%
per
ct’s,resist’d
103
bridge
on
Main
street,
Auburn,
is
re
ciently large for an organ and the
“
“
“
coupon, 102%
choir. It is to be in the rear o f the garded a's one o f the wickedest sinners
United States new 4 per cents,
99%
He is ugly, vicious,
pulpit. Work has already commenced. in the prison.
Chicago Otittle Market.
Services are to beheld in Bearee Hall. some times violent. Ross o f Auburn,
Hogs—receipts 32,000 head, shipments 3,300
Rev C. Manger is doing a good ser who is serving a two years’ term for head
; market 15g2!) c lower under receipts;
Philadelphia
3 50g3 60; good heavy shipping
vice for Christ. There seems to he a com plicity in the death of Lizzie
3 30 g3 40; packers at 3 1033 25; light, 3 25; clos
deepening interest in the meetings at Holmes, is making shoes, and is ap ed weak and some unsold.
Cattle—receipts 5,500 head; shipments 1,600;
the Corner, and at the school a good parently happy and comfortable.— market
quiet; good natives at 3 85g4 90; Stock
work is going on.
Some have re Mike K ing, one o f the chain gang o f ers and feeders at 2 4033 15; butchers stock
Cows, 2 30g 3 00; steers 3 30 g3 80; Wes
cently found Christ as their Savior Lewiston, gives the warden a good easy.
tern Cattle unchanged 2 70@3 50; Texans sell
from sin. There is a noble baud o f deal o f trouble and often goes into the ing slowly 2 253 3 25.
Sheep—reeolpts 540 head; market unchanged
dungeon.— Press.
workers there.
at 2 75g3 25.

W

o o l

M

a r k e t .
B o s t o n , O ct. 16.

The transactions include 335,000 lbs Ohio and
Pennsylvania fleeces at 34537%<• If ft 1lie latter
price for choice No. 1, bu rbebulkof the sales
haw been in the range of 35336c P IbiorX and
XX and a small lot of X N % sohl at 38 ¥
Michigan and Wisconsin Heroes have been sell
ing at Sill;34c, 1 ft, the transact inns at these
igur -s including about 100,000 lbs. Combing
,nd delaine fleeces ar ■less active.many of (lie
principal buyers having withdrawn, but stocks
are well used up, and som • dealers are still
contracted for ahead. The sales of the week
have been 80,000 lbs at 37 5450 for washed and
27% 368c fur unwashed. Unwashed and un
merchantable fleeces and all low-priced Wools
have been in good demand, and the sales, in
cluding Texas, Territory and Oregon, have
been 325,000 fts, at from 19@28%c; 16,000 fcs tub
washed at 37,®40c; 325,000 fts California at 17327
for spring, 13gl8e for fall; 10,000 fts Noils at
26327c; and 90,000 fts scoured at 48g65c ¥ ft.—
In super and X pulled W ool, the sales have
been 150,000 fts at prices ranging from 25340 ¥
ft, some choice lots o f Eastern super having
been soid at the latter rate.

We Have It!
300 BARRELS

FLOUR
Direct from the West.

The Largest Stock

Brighton Cuttle Market.

-OF—

B o s t o n , Oct. 16.

Cattle. Sheer). Swine.
At market this week.
3,214 32,000
10,980
Last week,
3,523
5,935
10,160
Western cattle, 2,336; Eastern cattle, 608;
Milch Cows and Northern cattle, 270.
Beef cattle—Extra quality, 5 50 35 75 ]
First Quality, 5 00§5 37% [ 100 fts.
Sec’ d Quality, 4 25g4 87% |live wt.
Third Quality ,3 75g4 12% J
Poorest grades, 3 25@3 62%
Fat hogs 535% c If ft live weight.
Cattle trade has been rather more active than
last week, and a demand for best grade for
shipment. There has been a good supply dur
ing the week, but smaller than last week, and
prices generally firmer. There were but few
lots of cattle sold at highest quotations.—
Prices of good beef ranging from 4%@5%c ¥ ft.
The supply from Maine was lighter than last
week, but with those left over iast week,there
was fully as many store and working oxen in
as trade required. There were fewer Northern
cattle, and trade was good. Northern and
Eastern beef cattle are quite active. Milch
cows, extra, $45 §70; ordinary, 20@40, and far
row, 11@24. Good cows find ready buyers at
fair prices. Store cattle, yearlings, sell at 83
13; 2 years old, 14®27; 3 years old, 25345. Trade
is better this week than last, and supplies
lighter in sheep and Iambs. Most of the re
ceipts from Maine trade for Northern sheep
and lambs, was not quite so good as last week.
For fat hogs 5354c.

Receipts for the Phonograph.
Under this heading we shall give, each week,
all receipts for the paper, for the past week.—
Any person having paid in their subscription,
and their name and credit not appearing, will
please notify us at once.
Phillips anti Avon.—$1 50 each : A J Good
win, H H Vining, Simon Booker, S A W ill, A
Toothaker
$1 10 : Seth B Leavitt
$1 00 : Geo T Jabobs
75 cts. each ; Henry Bartlett, Chas Turner,
Andrew Wheeler, N U Hinkley, H H Stackpole, Miss Ella Moody
Farmington.—$1 00 : Jos C Holmen
75 cts.: Byron Farrar, Miss Vesta Pickens
25 cts.: John Taylor
Strong.—$1 50: Dr W Hunter, Geo Hunter
Rangeley.—$l 50: Rufus P Crosby
Greenvale.—$100: G R Hardy
Madrid.—75 cts.: D W Beedy
37 cts.: Chas Lufkin
Portland.—75 cts.: T A Josselyn
Boston.—$1 50: Miss SG Hunter
Miscellaneous.—75 cts.: Mrs J W Brackett, D
Ellsworth, R G Whitney, L W Anthony
$1 50 : Jonathan R Perkins
50 cts.: E G Barnes, Lewis Beal

Groceries,
Corn,
Dry Goods,
Woolens,
CROCKERY & GLASS WARE
I 3XT

T O

W

N

.

A lso a Lai'ge Display o f

Ladies’ Cloakings!
FLANNEL SUITINGS, &c-

Big Drive 1 Lamps!
(S E E B E L O W ).
The Best Assortment o f

Ladies’ Skirts,
Ladies’ Fine Kid Boots,
Ladies’ Serge button do.
Ladies’ Skirts.
Shawls,
Nubias!

MEN S AND BOYS’ BOOTS!
might go on with this enumeration, but
mention a few leading articles, the
WEonly
object of which is to induce you to

Come in and See for Yourselves.

B IR T H S .

We propose to have a

In Freeman, Oct. 13th, to the wife of Sumner
Winter, a daughter.

Special Opening !
Every Thirty Days.

M A R R IA G E S .
In Weld, Oct. 12th, by Rev, C. W, Purington,
Mr. Henry A. Day of New Sharon, and Miss
Mariah I. Ladd of Mt. Vernon.
In West Freeman, Oct. Ijlth, by Rev. S. Bean,
Alonzo P. Huff and Miss Adella J. Lovejoy,
bote o f F.

DEATH S.
In Phillips, Oct. 14th, Mrs.J.E.Moulton, aged
46 years.

We have appreciated the kindness of our
friends who have visited and administered du
ring the long illness of my departed wife.—
Please accept my thanks, and may a kind
Providence be with you all forever.
J. D. Moulton .

NON RESIDENT TAXES,
In the Plantation o f No. 6, in the county of
Franklin, for the year o f 1877:—
The following list o f taxes on real estate of
non resident owners in the Plantation of No.
6, for the year 1877, in bills, committed to
Joshua Soule, collector o f said Plantation, on
25th day of July, 1877, has been returned by
him to me as remaining unpaid on the 31st
day o f July, 1878, by his certificate of that
date, and now’ remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if the said taxes,and interest
on charges are not paid into the treasury of
said Plantation within eighteen months from
the date of the commitment o f said bills, so
much o f the real estateas will be sufficient
to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will with out further
Plantation, on WedFebruai y, 1878, at ten
o ’ c l o c k A. M.

J. Newman farm,

A. Val Tax.
100
$0.51
25
8 0.13
100 35 0.51
100 32 0.51
300 125 2.00
•er of No . 6 Plant ition.

Lot. R
, 8
5
i,% o f7 5
5 10
6 10

P. W . Hubbard, Apothecary,
Farmington, Me.

Main Street,
DEALER IN

Drugs,Chemicals,
Patent Medicines, &c.
A choice line of Toilet Articles constantly
on hand. Also a full line of Artists’ Materials,
Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully and accur
ately compounded. Farmers and others will
do well to give him a call before purchasing
elsewhere.
4t6*

STOCKsWINTER
O O I

j

T S

AND

BREAK !

AT REASONABLE RATES.
EDWIN C. BARNES.

P h il l ip s , Oct. 19th.

Wow
T je e

Livery

J E S t-o y -o lX ,

WE DEFY COMPETITION!

2w6

Stable!
p r o p ’r ,

Farmington, Maine.

W liy

is

It ?

1st—We pay Cash for our Goods.
2d—We buy twice as many as any other firm
in town.
These facts alone ought to convince the
public that we certainly have an advantage,
and for “ Cash Down” we propose to give our
customers the benefit o f it.

Fresh Stock Just In.
j ^ ” Nowr is a flood time to call and examine.

A. TOOTHAKER & 00.,
PHILLIPS (Upper Village), Me.

7tf

NEW STORE! NEW GOODS!
J.

D.

E 8TY ,

Dealer in

F

L

O TJ T i l

Groceries and Confectionery,
PAINTS, OILS & VARNISHES.

K ^C orae and see my goods and prices.
J. D. ESTY, (Old stand,of Major Dill.)
Phillips, Oct. 18th.
_____ 6____ Mffl

W ANTED!

100 Bushels Beans,
BY

D. H. TOOTHAKER,
5 B E A L BLOCK,
6tf______________

-

P H IL L IP S .
'•______________

1
V
X
. W. DUTTON,
Manufacturer and Dealer in

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
MOCCASINS, &e.
Particular attention paid to Custom
work.
Under Masonic Hall.
52
Phillips. Me.

W A N TE D !

W IN IE R

Lamps raw 20 cts.
(Eg^Don’t take any body’s word, if they tell
you the goods are imperfect. We guarantee
every article wre sell.

A Card.

Owners.
D. Leavitt or unkn
W.S.Bangs or unkn
Owners unknown,

e r w e shall commence Monday,
Oct. 21, to sell

6m6

B., Farmington, Harnesses, Blau
F ARRAR.
kets, Rohes and Trunks. Prices very low.

STODDARDHOUSE,
J. B. MARBLE, Proprietor.

Farmimgton,
J a s .

Maine.

M o r r is o n , J r .,

Attorney a t L a w ,
Phillips, - - • Maine._________
33 . E io a e r y

r » r a t t ,

Att’y at Law 1 Notary Public,
Farmington, Maine.
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Suttee in India.

Suttee, which means the burning of
One person out of every thirty-nine women on the rtneral pyres of their de
and a half in this country is color blind. ceased husbands, and various other re
ligious rites of a cruel and inhuman
They nave libel suits in Japan all the character, have all been suppressed in
same as in America. The editor of the the provinces under the immediate con
Osaka N ippo has been fined thirty yen trol of Great Britain; and even in
for falsely stating that the governor of regions of that vast continent which lie
Hiroshima had been arrested on suspi beyond the borders of our territory, our
cion.
influence has been made use of to put a
stop to these and similar revolting prac
A New Haven policeman has devised tices. It is then with no small surprise
a new kind of policeman’s club. It con and sorrow we learn that on the death
sists of a brass covering to an ordinary of Jung Bahadoor, the prime minister of
club, attached to it by springs, and the Nepaul government, which took
colored to resemble rosewood. If a man place last year, three of his widows were
should seize it he would only get the burned to death on his funeral pyre.
brass cover, leaving the policeman ample The circumstance naturally gives rise to
opportunity to wield the club itself.
the question, as to whether these widows,
and the numerous others who have been
Some of the boys at Carrollville, W is., burned to death in days gone by, were
made a midnight parade, wrapped in voluntary victims, or were compelled to
sheets, and starting from the village sacrifice themselves by the friends of
graveyard. Their idea was to scare who their deceased husbands.
ever saw them. They succeeded. Three
It is possible that in solitary instances
women went into convulsions at the of this horrible practice, force may have
sight, one sick man was thrown into a been resorted to; but the question is
relapse, and a girl broke her arm by a surrounded by circumstances quite po
fall in climbing hastily over a fence.
tent enough to induce voluntary immo
lation; and it is therefore not to be won
In the public gardens of Vienna a bear dered at that the natives of India firmly
underwent an operation for cataract. assert that among the higher castes, such
He was blind in both eyes. A strong as Brahmins, Rajputs and Muratlias,
leather collar was firmly buckled around widows are always ready to come forward
his neck, and the attached chain passed and seal their fidelity and devotion to
round a bar of the cage. Two powerful their deceased husbands by sacrificing
men pulled him up, ao that a sponge themselves on the funeral pyre. The
containing chloroform might be applied Hindoo doctrine of the transm igration^
to his nose. The first evidence of the souls is wielded with no small power
action of the chloroform was a diminu and influence by the priests on these oc
tion in his struggles; one paw dropped casions. For the soul to have succes
and then the other. The door of the den sively to tenant the body of some un
was opened, and his head laid upon a clean beast, some vile bird, some loath
plank outside. The cataracts were re some reptile, or [some degraded outcast
moved, and the bear was drawn back of the human family, is not only revolt
into his cage. Next morning he came ing, but appalling to the mind of the
out of his den staring about him, caring devout Hindoo; and this dire penalty is
nothing for the light, licking his paws, held over the head of the bereaved
and evidently glorying in the recovery widow when stunned by sudden calamity
of sight.
she feels that her earthly hopes are
blasted, and that the dreadful calamity
The Chinese quarter of San Francisco is sure to overtake her in case she re
has been undergoing a thorough official fuses to become a suttee. Besides she
inspection. One house had two stories knows too well that life-long widowhood,
below the level of the street, divided with ali its discomfort, hardship, scorn,
into rooms about five feet by eight, con and perhaps disgrace, awaits her, in case
taining two to six occupants each. Lepers she prefers to survive her husband; and
were found, and one of them was said to that not as a penalty for refus
be engaged in the manufacture of cigars ing to immolate herself, but as the
that were sold daily in the city. So natural consequence of the barbarous
thickly inhabited is this quarter, and to and unnatural custom of her people.
such use is every foot of indoor space On the other hand, she is led by the
turned, that in hundreds of houses the priests to believe that by smbmitting to
cooking is done in the streets or on the become a suttee she follows her dear
roofs. Some kitchens are built on slen lord to the realms of bliss.
der supports overhanging the sidewalks.
As the funeral procession on such oc
Fireplaces are built on the window sills, casions is very remarkable, a few words
with shields of old tin bending outward may be said regarding it. The p y r e for chimneys. Fires were even found consisting of wood or other material,
burning on heaps of ashes laid upon un and straw, according to the means of the
protected wooden floors and against^
deceased—having been prepared at the
wooden partitions, the sparks flying in usual place of cremation, the dead body
all directions.
of the husband, covered with a white
sheet, and decorated with flor.ers and
A terrible death from phosphorus is colored saffron, is placed on an open
reported. A young man left Paris to bier. This is carried on the shoulders
visit his friends at Lyons, and as soon of four bare-headed and nearly naaed
as he got into the carriage he lit a match
men, followed by a fifth carrying a cen
by scratching it with his thumb nail,
ser with burning incense, from which
and a piece of the incandescent phospho
the pyre is to be lighted. The wife fol
rus penetrated under the nail and made
lows the bier on £oot ; but before being
a slight burn, to which he paid no at
led forth, she is attired in costly gar
tention. But after an hour the pain be
came very great, the thumb swelled, ments, decorated with garlands of flow
then the hand, and next the forearm. ers, and feasted with sweetmeats, in
He was obliged to alight at the first some of which ingredients of a stupefy
station and send for a medical man, who ing nature ari mixed, with a view of
declared that instant amputatiqn of the rendering her less sensible thau she
arm was necessary. The patient insisted otherwise would be to Ihe dreadful suf
on postponing the operation for a few ferings through which she has to pass.
hours until the arrival of his father, for She is accompanied by a band of gaylywho ii he had telegraphed. But before dressed dancing-girls, who chant and
the latter could reach the spot, it was dance around her as the procession
too late; the poisonous matter had gain  moves on, showering flowers on and
ed the arm, then the shoulder, and any occasionally doing obeisance to her as to
operation henceforth was impossible. a d e ity ! A band of noisy musicians
The young man died twenty-seven hours come next, then the friends of the de
ceased, and last a crowd of idle specta
after the burn, in horrible suffering.
tors. Arrived at the place of cremation,
the bier is placed on the pyre ; and the
What Makes Success.
In business life two thing's are essen wife having been assisted to ascend it,
tial to success : First, sound judgm ent; seats herself on the bier, placing the
second, activity. In all departments we head of her husband on her lap. These
find a greater deficiency in judgment arrangements having been completed,
than in other requisites. Long familiar the pyre is lighted in several places ;
ity in a given department does not and amid the deafening sounds of bar
necessarily produce it, though this will barous music and the shouts of the as
undoubtedly aid and strengthen it. sembled crowd, the scene ploses. The
Only by reliance on one’s self, and feel screams of the victim, if any, are un
ing individually responsible for the re heard ; and she soon becomes invisible
sults of action founded on one’s own — and, it is to be hoped, insensible—
efforts, can the fact be established of in the cloud of smoke which rises from
good or bad judgment. Special talent the burning pyre. After a time, the
will not furnish it for a man who may multitude disperse ; and when the fire
have capacity for acquiring information, is burned out, the ashes and any uncon
m aybe able to enter into learned discus sumed parts of the bodies are collected
sions on supply or demand, may have and thrown into the nearest sacred
vast knowledge of productions, their stream.— Chambers' Journal.
sources of supply, and their various
uses, and still lack the ability to apply
to practical and everyday use the bene
A Bird o f Cunning Uses.
fits of information.
There
is a curious bird in India known
So, also, one may become familiar with
all the details of business through long as the “ glow-worm bird,” from its
experience in the service of others, and habit of gathering luminous insects, as
as a servant, or in an executive capacity, some suppose for the purpose of light
making himself invaluable without ever ing its nests. Sir William Jones en
realizing the responsibility attached to deavors to account for the presence of
individual discretion or judgment. In the glow-worms in the nest by the sup
this belief we find'an answer to the oft- position that the bird places them there
repeated inquiry why so large a portion for the purpose of lunching upon them
of business men are unsuccessful ; to at a convenient opportunity. He, how
claim that so many fail to meet fair suc ever, grants to the little feathered “ In
cess through force of adverse circum dian ” various qualities which are, if
stances, instead of permitting circum anything, more wonderful than the
stances to control them. Men who have above. He says that it is easily tamed,
the capacity to comprehend the whole and may be taugat to fetch and carry
question presented to them, to properly like a dog. Drop a ring into a well, and
weigh not only the side of success but of the bird will, upon a given signal, dart
failure, and who understand the import after it, seize it before is reaches the
ance of right thinking and the full pen water, and bear it with exultation to its
alty of mistake, are the ones who succeed, master. It can also be tapght to carry
and whether they get credit for having notes from one house to another. The
good judgment or not, they certainly young Hindoo women at Benares wear,
according to Sir William, very thin
exercise it.
plates of gold between their eyebrows;
Statistics show that for the present and when they pass through the streets,
year the value of gold and silver pro it is not uncommon for their lovers, who
duced in California is $21,000,000, while amuse themselves with training these
the agriculture produce of the same birds, to send them to pluck the pieces
State exceeds $91,500,000.
As com  of gold from the forehead of their mis
pared with mining, agriculture stands tresses, and bring them in triumph to
nearly five to one in values produced.
mischievous swains.

pear in dress-goods, with all Shades of
dark red, including ruby, currant and
crimson. For millinery and trimming
Tiny Feet o f Chinese I.ndio*.
Ju 3t imagine the foot of a full-growh purposes the fashionable colors are
lady but five inches in length ! Yet rnby, garnet, amethyst, emerald, sap
even this is large, and in highly aristo phire, turquoise, topaz and old and
,
cratic families four inches is the stand bright gold.
ard.
This queer custom of compressing the
The City o f Dublin.
feet of Chinese girls is of very ancient
Mr. C. C. Fulton gives us a glimpse
date, and in our day is almost universal of Ireland’s chief city in the following
— only nuns, slaves, boat-women, and extract from a letter to the Baltimore
others who are obliged to perform out A m e r ic a n :
Irishmen may well be
door drudgery, being exempt. As to the proud of the city of Dublin.
It has
origin of the custom, the Chinese them improved wonderfully during the past
selves are not agreed. Many suppose it twenty years. For twenty miles around
is a fashion intended to draw a line be the city there are bright little towns and
tween the higher and lower classes. smiling villages, and as we approach it,
Others sav that its object was to keep pleasant country seats, good roads and
ladies within doors, where they would
handsome houses make the landscape
not be subjected, like common market most beautiful. In the city it«elf the
or boat-women, to the gaze of the other change and improvement are no less
sex; and some boldly declare that to
marked. There are no longer any of
cripple them was known to be the only the thatched cabins, with the pig and
way by which women could be kept at the baby wallowiug in the mud at the
home, and rendered of use working for
doorsill in the suburbs, nor are there
their husbands or fathers, instead of
any more beggars on the streets, as in
spending their time in gadding and gos
days of yore, except some superannuated
sip . Some of the most reliable native
old women, whose age and decrepitude
historians state that the custom began appeal to the sympathy of the passer-by
during the reign of Take, somewhere
stronger than their words, though they
*abou+ the year 1123, with a whim of the shower the most profuse blessings on
last empress of the Shang dynasty.
these who heed their appeals, and rumor
The time for putting on the first says they are equally fluent in their
bandages varies in different families. curses on those who fail to respond with
In some, the process is commenced when a penny. Dublin has but few furnaces
the baby is only a few weeks old, others or manufactories about it, and, conse
defer the ceremony for a year or two ;
quently, the heavens are not blurred or
but all begin before the little one has the sun a stranger, as in Glasgow, Bir
reached the age of four years.
mingham, Manchester and London.
No iron or wooden shoe is used, as
Dublin is subject to sudden attacks of
some travelers have stated ; but a strip
gloomy weather, but when the heavens
of cotton cloth, some three inches wide,
are at all favorable, few places look
and about six feet long, is wound around handsomer, brighter or livelier. There
the toes, over the instep, and then be
are a number of fine views, any one of
hind the heel, after which it is brought
which will bring satisfaction to the
back again over the foot and drawn so
stranger’s eye.
The sweep from the
tightly around the toes as to press them
northern end of Sackville street right
into a point—all except the first and
down through Westmoreland street
second having been previously doubled
seems a grand avenue of huge masts.
under the sole.
The buildings are severally and con
These bandages are never removed,
jointly admirable, reared up in the real
except for purposes of cleanliness, p er
stateliness of stone and marble, free from
haps once a month ; and they are re
what is considered here as the gaudy
placed as quickly as possible, each time vulgarity of staring clay— handsome,
being drawn tighter, until the instep
massive, majestic. From Carlisle bridge
bends into a bow and the ball of the
the view, look which way you will,at early
foot is forced against the heel.
morn, when the sun gilds every lofty
The stockings are made of white cot
capital; or at noon, when throngs of
ton or silk. The dainty little shoes are
busy men and rosy cheeked women hur •
of silk, richly embroidered and often
ry by ; 4or at night, when the moon tips
beautifully adorned with tiny pearls or
with silver the quivering water, and the
rubies. The soles are of white satin,
gloomy walls and fading ships—in all
quilted, and stiffened with lining of
these hours Dublin appears at its best,
pasteboard. The heels are very high
and leaves a lasting impress of quiet,
and pointed, and the white satin that
without loneliness • of a throng, with
entirely covers them, as well as the up
out a multitude ; of night, without
turned toes, presents a pretty contrast
gloom. Whether you look up or down
to the blue or crimson silk uppers.
White satin seems to us an odd ma the river, and take in the line of quays,
which stretch away on one hand with
terial for shoe soles ; but they are in
the dome of the courts, aud on the other
tended only for carpeted floors.
When one of these tiny satin-soled with the custom h ou se; or, looking
slippers is cast off as “ worn out,” it north, catch the lofty monument of
has probably never for a single time Nelson, the stately grandeur of the
postoffice, and the pretty squares in tne
come in contact with terra firma ; and
probably the wearer, when robed in the distance, with Trinity college, the bank,
the memorials to Burke aud Goldsmith,
white slippers for her last sleep, has not
from her infancy had one gleeful romp and the trees of College park looming
up in the distance, the unbiased stranger
out-doors.
This compression produces, during will concede that Dublin has claims to
all the years of childhood, the most ex beauty which it were unjust to challenge
cruciating pain, followed at length by a and untruthful to deny. Still it has its
sort of numbness. I never saw one of dark sides, as the river Liffy is almost
these compressed feet entirely without as odorous as our Basin ; and on a rainy
covering, but I saw enough when the day the black mud appears to rise up
outer bandages had been removed to from the paving stones aud spread itself
excite both pity and disgust; and a over the whole thoroughfare. The river
lady who had seen the bare foot of Liffy passes through the center of the
one of their greatest belles, told me city, and is spanned by eight very fino
that she had never even conceived of a stone bridges, which add considerably
to the beauty of tho place. The city is
spectacle so shockingly revoltiug as this
tiny foot when divested of all that could located only a mile from the entrance of
the river into the bay of Dublin, giving
hide its deform ity. Although the young
lady was full grown, the sole of her it commeVcial advantages which, as the
foot was but three and three-quarter surrounding country improves, continues
inches in length. The great toe formed to add to its wealth and importance and
a point that was bent upward and back population, the latter being now over
ward, while the heel, of natural size, 400,000.
FOR TilE FAIRSEX.

seemed by contrast disproportionately
large.
Chinese ladies of rank are seldom
seen abroad unless in closely-curtained
Sedan-chairs ; but we used occasionally
to meet those of the middle class making
short excursions in the immediate vicin
ity of their homes. Their attempts at
walking were pitiable in the extreme, as
they hobbled along, leaning on an um
brella, or the shoulder of a servant, for
support, or with hands outstretched
against, the houses as they passed, en
deavoring to keep their balance.— Wide
Awake.
Faahion Notes.

Silver lynx is the leading fur of the
coming winter.
Square and round trains divide the
popular favor.
The latest sleeve is the H( Jane Shore,”
with its Edward 1Y. cuff.
The bonnet shapes of this season are
very like those of last year.
Plain and flat trimmings aro to be
worn most on winter dresses.
The poufs and paniers on imported
costumes are scarcely discernible.
Some of the new linen cuffs and col
lars are hair-stripe like the new hosiery.
The long twelve or six-button kid
glove, with the opening at the side
seam, grows in favor.
Persian brocades and old English and
mediaeval French brocade stuffs are re
vived for parts of costumes.
Ribbons with graduated stripes of
another color are among the latest im
portations in millinery goods.
One of the now shades in the fancy
plushes to be used this winter for hats
and bonnets is called “ Gramoise.”
Evening bonnets composed entirely of
ostrich feathers on a transparent frame
are among the novelties in millinery.

A Thief Detected by a Mind-Reader.

A Bloomington (In d.) dispatch to the
Cincinnati Gazette says : An incident
has come to light here which seems to
prove that there is such a thing as
“ mind-reading.” I can vouch for the
truth of the following, as it was revealed
in our midst a few days since :
Last April the Harmon family, of
this county, who are reliable, and are
known as good citizens, had stolen from
their home $1,065 in rather a mysteri
ous manimr. Amateur detectives had
been emproyed, but could get no trace
as to the robbery. D. O. Spencer, a
prominent newspaper correspondent of
this city, at present representative of
the Albany Ledger-Standard, claimed
that he possessed a mysterious power
which enabled him to read the mind of
the human being. The Harmons, hear
ing of his boasts, determined to let him
try his hand, allowing him a small com 
pensation if he succeeded in discovering
the guilty parties.
Spencer visited the house several
times and, after no little difficulty, sat
isfied himself as to the guilty one. By
obtaining the confidence of that person
— whose name is withheld at the request
of his relatives— the process of reading
his mind was begun, resulting in a vic
tory. After being fully sure of the per
son’s guilt, and knowing that he had
the money, Spencer charged him with
it and named the place whero it was.
This so frightened the man that he went
to the exact plaoe named and produced
nearly all of the money stolen.
Mr. Spencer received word this even
ing from a prominent town in Central
Indiana that he was wanted immediately
to work up a bank robbery, committed
a short time since. This mysterious in
cident has, of course, created no little
excitement throughout the country, and
much experimenting has been indulged
iu, all adding proof that the mind can
be read and that D. O. Spencer can do it.

A new freak of fashion shows the dol
man with a double skirt. It is not
A man never really knows the exact
nearly as pretty as the graceful single- “ power of the press” till ho sticks his
skirted dolman.
fingers in the thing and leaves the end
Bronze, olive and neutral colors ap of them there to remember him by.

Opium Eating in Chin&o
The great vice of the Chinest* j 8 the
use of opium. In a single year the jC1*
portation of opium amounted to nearly
$45,000,000— more than half the impor
tations of the empire. The people are
enslaved by it, and the government is
wholly unable to control it. Once they
destroyed 20,000 chests, for which had
been offered $11,000; but they had waited
too long, for opium-eating had become a
national indulgence. The native culti
vators now compete with the producers
of India, and each year send to the mar
ket millions of chests. The native arti
cle is less destructive than tho foreign,
and in the hope that its use will lessen
the evil, the government encourages
home cultivation, believing that the
nativo article will soon exclude the
foreign. Many of the Chinese believe that
opium is the instrument in the hands of
some mysterious power to effect the de
struction of their people. They say:
“ All the stems of the bamboos of the
south, if converted into pens, oould not
record the evils of op iu m .” A Chinese
society lias published an appeal, in
which they say: “ I f this evil is allowed
to go on, there will remain no remedy,
no salvation for our country. W e ask,
in the name of heaven, what unheard-of
crime have we committed that we should
thus be punished? Since the creation
down to our days no plague Las so much
ravished our country. ” In tho provinces
where the drug is cultivated the peo
ple were formerly sober, thrifty and
prosperous; but they have become idle,
corrupt and hopeless, committing crimes
for opium, dying of hunger, and in not
a few instances, eating even human
flesh. The number of opium consumers
is not known. The lower classes do not
alone use it, but the very highest, and
these offer it to their guests, as wine is
offered in Europe. T he city of Niugpoo, with a population of 400,000, has
2,700 opium shops. It is estimated that
throughout the empire 600,000 opium
victims die annually. Though the use
of the deadly drug does not produce the
violent effects of some other intoxicants,
at first, it is in the end more pernicious
and irremediable. Its victims become
livid, their eyes lose their brightness,
their cheeks wither, labor becomes un
endurable, and all their evil instincts
are naturally excited. Among the laundrymen of San Francisco there are seve
ral slaves to the opium habit. They can
readily be distinguished from their fel
lows by the symptoms described above,
and at times, especially on Sunday
afternoon, when there is not much work
on hand, they can be seen lying in the
dens where they eat and sleep, stupefied
from the effects of the poisonous drug,
or smoking from their peculiar-shaped
pipes, and gradually becoming intoxi
cated. The Chinese say that c nly E ng
land can assist them in recovery, if re
covery be possible, from this dreadful
curse, and that by restraining tho mer
chants of India from offering it for sale
in their countries. Once assured that
none would be allowed to be sent, from
India, the imperial government would
prohibit its home production; aud with
this result in view they have applied to
England for a restrictive policy.
Natural History

in Chunk %— The Ele
phant.

“ What is this ?”
“ This is an elephant! He is the
largest animal on legs. He is not as
long as the whale, but he can eat twice
as much hay.”
“ How much does an elephant
weigh ?”
“ As much as eight or ton loads of
hay, and he is all meat. W hen yon
come to unload him you don’ t find any
cord-wood hidden away.”
“ What large ears he has !”
“ Yes ; this is the only animal now
liviug having feet as big as the average
St. L mis foot, aud ears larger than
those seen on the streets of Milwaukee.
As long as the elephant lives those two
cities will have to brag in whispers and
be careful how they put up money on
wagers. ”
“ Are elephants fond of music ?”
“ They are very fond of some kinds.
Thoy like to hear a horse fiddle or a
brass baud, but they don ’t go much on
the sad strains of a guitar or the melt
ing notes of a hand-organ.”
“ Are they an obedient animal?”
“ About some things. When a bale
of hoy or a bushel of oats is placed be
fore them, and they are commanded to
eat, they obey with the greatest cheer
fulness. ’
“ What is their principal food ?”
“ An elephant loves grass, ha}', beans,
corn, peanuts, gingerbread, small boys,
mud, trees, camels and other 'vegeta
bles.”
“ What is the price of an elephant ?’
“ Dan Rice used to buy ’em for about
$6,000 apiece in the spring and sell ’em
for twenty-five dollars in the fall. B y
dividing the first sum by the last and
subtracting Dan Rice from the result
you will get a fair average. ”
“ Is an elephant very brave?”
“ No, not very.
If you catch one
nosing around the yard don’t be afraid
to tackle him.”
“ Why are elephants so large and
bulky?”
“ In order to take the conceit out of
grasshoppers. Until the elephant be
gan to march in circus processions this
insect imagined he was tho biggest thing
on fodder in the w orld.”
“ What is the need of an elephant’s
ears being so large ?”
“ No one knows. Any one can see at
a glance that it would improve his looks
if he liad more tail and less ears.”
“ Is there any danger of hurting an
elephant by hitting him with a * shinny
club ?’ ”
“ Not much, but no good boy who
wants to grow up will ever think of
rushing in and clubbing a poor ele
phant. That’s all, bub, aud next week
we’ll make a howling among other ani
mals,” — D etroit Free Press,

FARM , WARDEN

AND HOUSEHOLD.

llru lth Hints.
C o n d i m e n t s . —The
most important
oondimentB are salt, pepper and mus
tard; of these salt alone is a necessary
of life; a sufficient quantity does not
exist in our food to supply the wants of
ttic body. The young should avoid all
high seasoning; their digestion is good
and they do not need stimulants.
O n i o n s i n S i c k n e s s . — Onions are use
ful in sickuess. Cover two quarts of
white onions with soft water; stew them
to a jelly, strain through a cloth or tine
sieve; weigh the liquid and add an
equal weight of dark brown sugar—the
commoner the better— simmer all to
gether until it is of the consistency of
treacle. Dose, a tablespoonful three
times a day. It it causes no pain, more
should be taken.
T h e F i n g e r N a i l s . — To whiten the
Anger nails take two drams of dilute
sulphuric acid, one dram of tincture
of myrrh, four ounces of spring water,
and mix them in a bottle. After wash
ing the hands, dip the fingers in a little
of the mixture, and it will give a deli
cate appearance to the hand. Rings
with pearls in them, and such as have
stones set with foils to •color tliemf
should always be removed from the
fingers when the hands are washed.
A n t i - C r o u p C o n t r i v a n c e . — To moth
ers whose children have the croup:
First get a piece of chamois skin, make
it like a little bib. cut the neck and sew
on tapes to tie it on; then melt together
some tallow and pine tar; rub some of
this in the chamois, and let the child
wear it all the time. My baby had the
cronp whenever she took cold, and sihce
I put on tha chamois I have had no
more trouble.
Renew with the tar
occasionally.
To S w e e t e n t h e B r e a t h a n d C l e a n s e
t h e T e e t h . — Always clean the teeth at
night, just before retiring. Scrub the
teeth with a hard brush, using little, if
any, soap; sprinkle on a very little pul
verized borax; until the gums are
hardened and become accustomed to
the use of borax, rinse the mouth often
with borax water; it prevents it from
becoming 6ore or tender. If artificial
teeth are worn, cleanse them thorough
ly with borax, and when convenient, let
them remain in borax water all night;
it will purify them and help to sweeten
the breath.

New Stock lor Pear*.

Having a group of pyrus japonica
seedlings which I noticed to be unusu
ally fruitful, some five or six years ago,
I have kept the stock since that time for
the purpose of raising seedlings for
hedge plants. The habit and vigor of
growth of these plants suggested the
idea of using them as stocks for budding
with tire pear. I reasoned as follows
This pyrus japoDica is quite as nearly
allied to the common pear as is the
quince ; indeed, it is rather classed as
pyrus than cydonia. It is a more hardy
variety than the quince, being never in
jured in root or branch by the winter.
It is vigorous and adapts itself to a great
variety of seil, and is in this respect
quite in contrast with the quince stock.
Lastly, it will be likely to dwarf the
pear, and induce fruitfulness quite as
much as does the quince. Reasoning
thus, I made trial upon a few stocks
during tho last summer, which were
planted with no reference to this pur
pose. The result was that the buds
“ took ’ ’ with great readiness, and we
now have youDg pears with luxuriant
growth upon this stock. My partner
and I are so well pleased with the ap
pearance and promise of this stook that
we have planted out our whole crop of
last year’s seedlings—about 15,000— for
the purpose of budding this year.
We find the habit of growth of the seed
lings to be clean and upright, quite in
contrast with the plants usually propa
gated by root cuttings.
The average
height of the plants in the seed-bed the
first season was a foot and a half, al
though many attained to a height of
nearly three feet, and would have taken
a bud the first year from seed. Possi
bly this particular variety and its de
scendants may be more vigorous than
the common type. However this may
be, it is clear that such seedlings will
“ work’’ well. To my mind the pros
pect is decidedly encouraging that anew
and valuable stock for dwarfiug the pear
is here promised. But I am fully aware
that the experiment is Dot yet tested to
a conclusion. Yet it can be but a ques
tion of comparatively short time before
definite results will be obtained.

pan; when nicely brown dish up on a
warm platter, spread over a httle butter
and set in the oven a minute or two. It
is next to broiled steak.
B u t t e r C r a c k e r s . — Rub three tablespoonfuls of butter into one quart o f
flour, add one saltapoonful of salt, two
cups of sweet milk, and one-half tea
spoonful of soda, dissolved in hot water;
knead well for half an hour, then roll
into an even sheet, a quarter of an inch
thick or less; cut with a wineglasB, prick
with a fork, aDd bake hard in a moderate
i oven; Lang them up in a muslin bag in
the kitchen two or three days to dry.
O ld F
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B
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(Made, as it should be without
eggs.)—Take a large cup of meal and a
tea-cupful of molasses and beat them
well together; then a .d to them a quart
of boiling milk, some salt and a small
piece of butter; let it stand awhile in the
dish you are going to bake it in until it
thickens, and when you put it into the
oven pour over it from half to a pint
of milk, but do not stir it in, as this
makes a jelly. Bake two or three hours,
d in g . —

Eccentricities of the Swordfish.

Visitors at New London, Block Island
or other of our fishing ports, have no
doubt noticed that at the end of the
bowsprit of the larger sized fishing boats
there is often an iron cage or frame so
made as to be safe for a man to stand in.
This is the place from which the fisher
man throws the harpoon to catch the
sw ord fish ; and th e sw ord fish is ju s t
n ow th e s u b je c t tif co n sid e ra b le d is cu s -

D rinklng-W ater in Turkey.

The Turks are as great connoisseurs of
drinking water as western Europeans are
of wine. To suit particular tastes the
water sellers at Constantinople supply
beverage by the names of the sources
from whence it has been procured. The
water of the catchment basins of rain
water, known locally by the name of
“ Taxiom ” (the Pera reservoir) though
muddy is not unwholesome, and when
allowed to settle, or if filtered, it is held
in great esteem, as is also the water from
the Cara Koulak, a spring near Tokat,
on the Asiatic side of the Bosphorus,
and that from Tchamadja, near Scutari.
A copious spring at Beicos, also on the
Asiatic side, supplies the shipping at
1Constantinople. The water at Kanlikavak spring, near Arnaout Kioy, is
perhaps the purest spring water in the
' world, for ~by careful analysis it has
proved to rank next in purity to distilled
Two sources in the Valley of
i water.
j Roses, beyond Buyukdere, called Funj dulih and Kestane, are in great demand
j among the natives; but the water most
ly drank by the highest class comes
from two springs in Asia, called Goztepe
and Tush Delen.
A

W ord of Warning to Counterfeiters.

The wide-spread fame of Hostetler's Stom
ach Bitters causes a necessity on our part to
remind, from time to time, whom it may con
cern, of the fact that imitating said artibie is a
punishable offense, and we now give this word
of caution : that we will most assuredly have all
those persons engaged in refilling our second
hand bottles, selling by the gallon or barrel, or
j ju anv manner whatsoever palming off on the
public a spurious article purporting to be our
preparation, puni&hed to the full extent of the
law. Penalty for counterfeiting, or dealing in
counterfeit trademark goods, as set forth in a
law recently passed by Congress: “ Fine not
exceeding $1,000, or imprisonment not more
than two years, or both such tine and impris
onment.” We never fail to convict.

P o m p e ii.

BfiOWN’ a BaONom/L I 'v r c B n tor nongit. i-id cold

Excavations at Pom pen prove the city to have
A r q R E V O L V E R * . Price list. free. Address
be n one of the most fashionable and" beauti n .T T -*•
* >3 Greet WeHteru Gun Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
ful of Roman summer resor s, and but for the
a day to Agents to sell a Household A rticle.
eruption it might have remained so to this day.
Address Buckeye
t o ., Marion. Ohio,
As with Pompeii, so with thousands of people
tQ Agents $6 a dav
..... Simple free. “ The Nas
who have beauty o f form aud feature.
They
sau Delight." FRED. JONES, Nassau, N. Y.
might always be admired but for the eruption,
that makes the face unsightly, and betrays the
M O N T H —A * e n t s W a n t e d —3 0 b e s t
selling articles in the world ; one sample free.
presence of scrofula, virulent blood poison, or
Address JA Y BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.
general debility. There is •nt one remedy that
positively cures these affections, and that rem
P A Y .—With Stencil Ou fits. What costs 4
cts. sells rapidly tor 5 0 cts. Catalogue f r e e .
edy is Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
S. M.S fenckr , 1 1 2 Wash'n St.,Boston,Mass.
It is the best tonic. altt rative and resolvent.
It speedily cures pimples, blotches, liver spots
n2
and all diseases arising from impoverished or Something New for Agents woVe
impure blood.
It also cures dyspepsia, and wanted in every village, address Box 7 8 8 , New York.
regulates tho liver aud bowels.
Sold by drug
A D A Y t o Agents canvassing for Che Klre*I<l«
V is it o r . Terms and <<u itlL Free. Addrees
gists.

M

$350

BIG

Experience has conclusively shown that for
cutaneous eruptions, open sores, leprous ex
foliations and rheumatic complaints, Henry's
Carbolio Salve is more efficacious than any
ointment, lotion, or embrocation that has ever
been devised. PhvBicians admit this, and the
popular verdict confirms and ratifies, the pro
fessional dictum, and assigns this salve the
foremost place among remedies of its class.
Sold by all druggists.

$7

P. O. V ICK ERY Augusta, Maine.

1 AI A W|*f*P|4 Men for one year, to begin work at

p

I ELU once- Salary fair. Business first class,
vxm.M
onitorGlass \VoiiK*,CiNoi.\.NATi,Omo.

o f E n g in e under
_____ great variations.
Runs in oil. t.irgoiy urea P> u. o. Government, etc.
P ric e red u ced . Hunton Governor Co., Lawrence, Mass .

UNIFORMSPEED

(tin fft ©innn invef>ted >“ Wall St. Stocks makes
»P1U IU yiuUU fortunes every month.
Book sent
free explaining everything.
Address BAXTER 4 0 0 ., Bankers, 1 7 Wall St., N. Y

A cable dispatch to the Associated Press says
that Mason & Hamlin have been awarded the
highest gold medal at the Paris Exposition for
their Cabinet Organ*.
Thirty best makers of
the world were competitors.

$102 $25 selling our Fln*?Art Novelties

I M P O R T A N T N O T I C E .—F a r m e r s , F a in lias and Others can purchase no Remedy equal to Dr,
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT for the oure of
Oholera, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Croup, Colic and Sea
sickness, taken internally (it is perfectly harmless ; see
oath accompanying each bottle) and externally for
Chronic Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Sore
Threat, Ouls, Burns, Swellings, Bruises, Mosquito
Bites, Old Sores, Pains in Limbs, Back aud Chest. The
VENETIAN LINIMENT was introduced in 1847, and
no one who has used it but continues to do so. many
stating it it was Ten Dollars a Bottle they would noi be
without it. Thousands of Certificates can be seen at
the Depot, speaking of its wouderiul curative proper
ties. Sold by the Druggists at 4 0 c t s . Depot 4 2
Murray St.. New York.

Cheapest T o y L an tern to B est S tereopticon

Illustrated (Ol't'i
°y mail on
Catalogue A \ J U . L I I L JC I 0 6 application to
J. H. BUKFORD’S SONS, Manufacturing Publishers
1 4 1 to 1 4 7 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
Established nearly fifty years.
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C atalog u e F r e e !

O u t f it s

W a n t e d !

Great N eedh am (T H E O . J. H A R B A C H ,
M usical M arvel. ( 809 Filbert St., Philada., Pa.

sion. Its ways have at J6ast as much
mystery as these of the shad, salmon,
l i D U A R J T C A S T H M A Never futile. Sold by
P a r s o n ’ s P u r g a t i v e P ills make New Rich
l i » It rt if I O
C U R E all druggists. 50c. a box.
Blood, and will completely change tb j blood in the
herring, or an^ other unaccountables
sntire system in three months. A y person who will
that we have.
retail price $L5SO only SSG5, PIANO!: lake 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks may be re
~
retail price $ 5 1 0 only s H 3 5 . Greal
stored to sound health, if such a thing be possible. Soh)
Professor G. B. Goode is studying up
r, wa
bargains BEATTY,
Washington, N. J
even/where or sent bu mail f o r eight letter stamps.
t S. JOHNSON A CO..
the matter preparatory to a report to the
WANTED for an article largely used in
Bangor, Maine.
N o t ic e to D e a l e r s a n d P u r c h a se r s . —
government. Some of the interesting
A GENTS
Mills and Manufactories. Liberal di.-counts ham
Hostetter’s Bitters aro never, under any cir plea free.
C h a m p io n B e l t H oo k Co .,96 Liberty St.,N.Y
features of the fish are these: It is found cumstances, sold in bulk, but always in bottles,
Dr. CRAIGS KIDNEY CURE
DYKES’
BEARD
ELIXIR
here and there from spring to fall in the with a finely engraved U. 8. Internal Revenue
A Won,l.rlurbi«ccvcr,.
Fort,.
Uouatncl, „r
TH E GREAT R E M E D Y FOR
Hoard evon on smooth faces In from 20to30 days. Those
ocean on our coast, lying “ asleep,” the (special proprietary) Stamp covering the cork
•ml* aru front tho original, r.od show a i«xitivo ronuit
A L L K ID N E Y D IS E A S E S !
frotn Us Use. It worksliko magic and never fails. No
Bailors call it, on the very surface of the |of each bottle, fastened to both sides of the
po«ibla Injury to tho skin, oaaily applied and certain lo
liefer by special permission to Rev. Dr. J. K, Rankin,
ifl-vt, Pk£ port-paid 25eta.3 for 50 eta. L.L.SMITH
of same.
All B tters purporting to be
Washington, D. O .; G. T. Heston, M. D., Newton,
L CD. Solo As* ta. Palatine, 111. Allot!,etn eioshritu.
water. Nobody on the American coast, neck
Bucks Co., P a .; John L. Roper, Esq.. Norfolk. V a .;
Hostetter's, without this stamp, are counter
!4 t 2 5 to St4 0 0 —factory price-— Dr. J. H. White, 417 Fourth Ave., New York: Dr. O.
so far as reported, ever saw a little feit.
H o st e t t e r & S m it h .
A. Dean, Charlotte, N. Y . ; Hon. O. R. ParsoDS, pres
highest
honors—Mathushek’a
scale
swordfish. The smallest recorded by a
for squares- -finest uprights in ent Mayor o f Rochester, N. Y. Ask your druggist.
T h e P o o r M a n ' s F r ie n d . — Doctors’ bills are America—over 12,000 in use—regularly incorporated S e n d f o r pamphlet, and address* D r- <’ RA1C4, 4 2
correspondent of the Forest and Stream
MPg
Go.—Pianos
sent
on trial--48-page catalogue free. T T N T V E R -IT V P i,A G E . N E W Y O R K .
weighed forty-six pounds. They run up too long for the poor man’s pocket, but many Mendelssohn Piano Co.,
21 K 15th St.r»et.N. Y.
to six hunured pounds.
Their only of them may be avoided by keeping Grace’s
M
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C A B IN ET ORGANS.
known breeding ground is in the Medi Salve in the cupboard. It is the “ precious J)emntiKlr(iied best by HIGHEST
HONORS AT ALL
terranean.
There the same fish are pot o f ointment,” curing burns, cuts, scalds, W ORLD’S EXPOSITIONS FOR TW ELVE Y E A R S ;
at P a r is , 1867; V ie n n a . 1873; S a n t ia g o , 1875;
found weighing half a pound ; from that sprains, chilblains, chapped hands, Ac. Pru viz:
P h il a d e l p h ia ,1876; P a r is , 1878; aud G r a n d S w e d is h
G o l d M e d a l , 1878.
Only Ametican Organs ever
they go up to very heavy measurement. dent housewives will save their husbands’ hard- awarded
highest orders at any such. Sold for cash or
It is naturally inferred from this that all eafhed money by purchasing a box of this installments. I l l u s t r a t e d C a t a l o g u e s and OircuInro with new styles and nnoes, sent free. MASON &
our swordfish are Mediterranean pro salve.
HA M LIN ORGAN CO., Boston, New York, or Chicago. Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
ducts. What mysterious ocean current
Sour Stomach, Sick Keadaehe.
For upwards o f thirty years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
guides them over here ? Or is it an SOOTHING
SYRUP has been ised for children Now Ready for Canvassers.
iustinct that teaches them that here they with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
I t o n in n U c R e a l i t i e s . A S eries o f H istoric I ’en
Illustrating the Heroic Sides of Human Life.
will "find the mackerel and menhaden of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates PByictures.
Rev. Daniel Wise, D. D. 103 Illustrations Magnifi
that they feed on ? One can almost im the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhoea, cently printed and bound and remarkably cheap. Sold
by subscription. AGENTS WANTED everywhere.
agine that the game of flight and pur whether arising from teething or other causes. only
Address for terms and Illustrated circular, NELSON
JoHEBViLLE, Mioh., Deo. 27,1877.—Messrs. Foteles:
sent you 50 cts. for two bores of Grace’s Salve. I hava
suit kept up by these two species starts An old and well-tried remedy. 25 cts. a bottle. & PHILLIPS, 805 Broadway. N. Y.
had two and have used them on an nicer on my foot,and
There is nothing so essential to health and
j
Gibraltar and is run to Block island
it is almost well. Respectfully yours, O. J. VAN Nebs
happiness as pure rich blood. It prevents ex
every year
hausted
vitality,
premature
decline,
nervous
The swordfish darts upon a school of
physical debility, besides untold other
its piey and by skilful use of its sword and
miseries.
Parsons’ Purgative Pills purify and
PROF. SCHEM'S Illustrated HISTORY OF
wounds those that it afterward captures eDrich the blood, and will change the blood in
and eats. Until this season uobodyever the entire evstem in three months.
thought of catching it except by bar
CHEW
or confliot between R u s s i a and T u r k e y is the live book
poons. This year, however, it has taken
The Celebrated
for live, agents. Has 750 octavo pages, 125 engravings of
the baits of the trawls—bottom liues—
B a t t l e S c e n e s , Fortresses, Generals, etc., and is the
“ M a t c h l e ss ”
onljf complete work published. Has no rival. Sells at
of the Cape Ann cod tishet^nen, and
Wood Tag Plug
sight. Price 8134KI. Terms unequaled. A g en ts W a n te d .
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.
many swordfish have been caught in
Address H. S. GOODSPEED A CO., New York.
T h e P io n e e r T obacco C o m pa n y ,
The prettiest song written in many a day. By mail, 4 0 e .
that novel way. What they c^me up and
New York, Boston, and Chicago.
“ sleep” for is one of the puzzles of their
T. B. K E LLE Y ,
2 3 Lincoln Street, Jersey City Heights, N. J.
nature. They come and go as tho mack
The Grand Central Hotel, of New York, is
erel and menhaden do, and from that it making great inducements for the fall and
S T R E A M S OF M O N EY
is naturally concluded that they spend winter months, with all modern improvements
are rising for the Agents for
and every convenience.
Parties can find a
their time chasing these small fish. pleasant homo at very moderate prices. Early
Iiose ’3 Name Writing 4 Darn,
ing Attachment for Sewing
What with sharks, swordfish, porpoises, application should be made. Transient rates
Machines. The most useful of
bluefish, sea gulls, eagles and seines, reduced to $2.50 and $3.00 per day.
domestic inventions. Needed
by every lady. A special at
and all the rest, after them, the fish of
tachment for each hind of ma
If yon fail to find Pike’s Centennial Salt
H0WT0GETTHEM'n f he best part of tfie state. 6,000,000
chine. In orderirg name the acre>
the herring tribe have led'such lives of .Rheum
for ante. For a copv of the “ K siiium Pacific H o m e Salve in your city or village, and will
machine. Price !^ t. Send i stead,”
address S. J. Gilmore. Land Com'r, Salma, Kansas.
flight and terror that it is no longer a send us the address of your best druggist, we
for samples and price list to
R . M ROSE, S u n Buiidiug, __ K Y N U _________________________________ 4 0 ____
wonder that the movements of any school will put him in a way to supply you.
New York.
J. J. P ik e & Co., Chelsea, Mass.
of them seem always guided by an in
herent idiocy. It is less strange of them
There is no pain, no matter how severe nor
that they are all the while victims, than what the cause, that cannot be partly or wholly
that being caught by millions yearly, relieved by Johuson’s Anodyne Liniment, used
they should steadily increase. There internally and externally. It is the most pow
D a i l y and Weekly, Quarto,
were never more menhaden on our coast erful remedy known to medical men.
B o s to n , M u ss.
W O R L D ’S M O D E L M A G A Z IN E —
than this year. — Hartford Courant.
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
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GRACE’S SALVE.

THEWAR IN THE EAST,

“ Sweet Little Rose of tlie Lea.”
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the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Sapona-

oeous Dentifrice.
Twenty-five cents a bottle.*•
A Slight Punishment for Murder.
A brutal murder in the French army
TSie markets.
was visited with slight punishment in
HEW XORV..
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sixth regiment of infantry was much
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trumpeter on the ground, asked if he Cotton—Middling Uplands............... 10%® 10%
was drunk. “ No, he is tired,” was the Flonr—Western—Good to Choice.... 4 30 ® 6 75
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the prostrate man, who aro^ , saying,
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“ You have the right to punish mo, but Rye—State...........................
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Barley—State........
not to touch me.” “ You coward ; you Barley M u lt,....-..........
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scum of the earth, I have tho right to Oats—Mixed Western........ .
Western Ungraded..... 48 (4 to
make you march,” replied the adjutant. Oorn—Mixed
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Hay, per c w t .,.« 0........
“ Very well, punish me if you like, but Straw—per owt.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Recipes.
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B a k e d S o u r A p p l e s . — Place them in do not touch me, or you will be the Hops—Good to Prime...........
Pork—Extra Family Mess,............ ..12 00 @12 50
a pan; pour in a teacupful of water and worse for it.” “ You dare to threaten me, Lard—City Steam........... ............ .'6.7;® .<6,70
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one of sugar; bake them slowly till done. you beast?’’ and the Adjutant furiously Fish—Mackerel, No. 1, Bay ............1' 00
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Eat them with cream and the juice which j seized the trumpeter by the collar,
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twisted him round, kicked him violently,
Herring, Scaled, per box........ 17 ® 18
cooks from them,
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solved in sour milk ; s a l t ; steam three
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hours. To be eaten hot.
Slice and sword, aud ran him through the body,
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steam when you want to warm it up.
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V e g e t a b l e S o u p . — One and a half them.
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Flour—Wisconsin and Minnesota
67
T o F r y S t e a k . —First pound your and then came over him. When he Oorn—Mixed............. ...................... 5
36 # 61
Oats—
“
*
steak thoroughly, heat your frying pan arose to take his leave the pitying dam Wool—Ohio and Pennsylvania X X... 87 <* 88
16)4® 18
hot, put in a small piece of butter, and sel said to him : “ I f you ever feel any
Oalifornta Fall........ . . . . . . .
wAsaaicwu, mass
when nicely warm put in your steak; more such fits coming on, you had bet
06X# 06
Beef Cattle—Poor to Oho.oe...........
sprinkle over salt and pepper. Now be ter come right here,where yourjinfirmity
0»
C4X# to
sure and have a good fire and hot frying is known, and we will take care of y o u .” 1 Lambs

in New England. Edited with special reference to the
varied tastes and requirements of the home circle. All
the foreign and local news published promptly.
Daily Transcript, !*S iO per annum in advanco.
Weekly
“
82
(5 copies to one address,) § 7 . 5 0 pe:
annum in advance.

SEND

F O R S A M P L E COPYT.

A grand combination of the entertaining, the useful,
and the beautiful, wi'h fine art engravings and oil
pictures in each )%>. P R I C E 2 5 c . Y E A R L Y ;4 3 ,
with an unequaled premium, two splendid oil pictures,
l t o c k o f A g e s and T h e L i o n ’ s i l r l d e . 1 5 x 2 1
inches, mounted on can vacs; transportation 5 0 c «
extra. Send postal card for lull particulars. Address

W . J E N N IN G S D E M O ftE S T ,
17 East 14 th Street, New Y ork.

An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist n ow
traveling in this country, says that moot of the Horse
and Cattle Powders sold here ar-> worthless trash. He
says Unit Sheridan’ s Condition Powders are absolutely
pure and immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like Sheridan’ s Condition Powders.
Dose one tenspoonful to one pint food.

Sold everyw h ere or sent b y m a il f o r eight letter stam ps .

1. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

Baugot, Maine.

C A P O N IF IE R

Established 1833.

I* the Old Reliable Concentrated Ly®

FOR FAMILY SOAP MAKING.
Directions accompanying each oan for making Hard,
Soft and Toilet Soap q u ic k ly .
I T IS P O L L W E IG H T A N D S T R E N G T H .

The market is flooded with (so-called) Concentrate
Lye, which iB adulterated with salt and rosin, i»j»d wen
’nak* ' ° a p ' S A V E M O N E T , A N D B U T T H E

MADE BY THE

P enn sylvania Sait M anuPg Co.,
P H IL ABKLPHIA.___________

PEN SIO N S

A R K * » A I S > every soldier disabled In line
of duty, by A c c i d e n t or o t h e r w i s e . A
W O U N D o f any kind, loss of F S N (H I R .T O E o r R Y E , R U P T U R E ,
if but slight, or D i s e a s e o f L U N G S .
B O U N T Y —D ischarge for W ound, In ju r
ies or Rupture, g i v e s IEUUI. B o u n t y .
U o s t H o r s e s , O it t c e r s ’ A c c o u n t s
and a l l W a r C l a i m s s e t t l e d . R E 
J E C T E D C L A IM S R E O P E N E D .
Send 2 5 c e n t s for a C o p y o f A c t s
o n P E N S IO N S , B O U N T Y A N D ?
£, A N D C L A I M S . S e n d s t a m p f o r f
C ir c u la r s .
“
% VM . E . C U M M I N G S A C O . ,

O.

a CLAIM

A ST ’S and PATENT ATT’YS,
B o x 500, W a s h in g to n , D . C .

GarglingOil Liniment
Y ellow W rapper for A nim al and W hite for
Human Flesh,
is GOOD FOR
Burns nfld Scalds,
Sprains and Bruises,
Chilblains, Frost Bites,String-halt, W in d fa lls ,
Scratches o r ‘ rrease,
F oot R ot in Sheep,
Foundered Feet,
|Chapped rtanas,
R oup in Poultry,
Flesh Wounds,
Cracked H eels,
External Poisons,
E pizootic,
Sand Cracks,
Lame Back,
t Galls o f all kinds,
Hem orrhoid, or Plies,
jSitfast, R ingbone,
T oothac..;,
Poll Evil,
R h e" ..atism,
Swellings, Tum ors,
Spavins, Sweeney,
|Garget in Cows,
Fistula, Mange,
ICracked Teats,
Caked Breasts,
j Callous, Lameness,
Sore Nipples,
IHorn Distemper,
Curb, Old Sores,
! Crownscab, Quitter,
Corns, W hitlow s,
] Foul Ulcers, Farcy,
... A bcess o f the Udder, Cramps, B oils,
W eakness o f the Joints
K Swelled L egs,
Contraction o f Muscles.
I Thrush,
M erchant’ s G argling Oil is the standard
Liniment o f the United States. Large size,
; medium, 50c ; small, 25c. Small size for |
family use, 25c. Manufactured at L ockport,
N . Y ., by Merchant’s G argling Oil Company.
JOHN HODGE, Sec’ y.

— ■ ■—

KZ^FxZaSEti'IBa

There are'uo circumstances under
which honest and integrity o f purpose
will not stand a man in good stead,”
says some philosoper ; but we would
like to know how it will help the man
who finds himself suddenly forced to
associate with a bull-dog in an orchard
with a high fence around it.
Many years ago, while a clergyman
■on the coast o f Cornwall was in the
midst o f his sermon, the alarm was
given, “ A. wreck ! a wreck !” The
congregation, eager for their prey,
were immediately making off, when
the parson solemnly entreated them to
hear only five words more. This ar
rested their attntion until the preacher,
throwing o ff his canonicals, decended
from the pulpit., exclaiming, “ N ow ,
let's all start fair.”
A New England scene— Grand old
hills, pine clad and scarred, toweriug
to the clouds in their majesty,gurgling
brooks winding through green mead
ows, fields o f corn, with the breeze
waving and rustling their ripening
heads and floating streamers. W inding
around and through these a stretch of
yellow road, silent in the glare o f the
suu. On the road a solitary potato
bug, toiling laboriously eastward.—
Danbury News.

Has Constantly On Hand

Coffins and Caskets,
— ALSO —

Coffin and Casket Trimmings,
FOR SALE.

Embossed
For Ornamental Work.

Picture Frames at Reduced P rices,
Writing Desks, Albums,
Stereoscopic View Holders,
Brackets and Card Baskets.

FRENCH CHAMBER SETS
CHEAP FOR CASH.

10,000 Bushels

n

E l o q u en t S i g n . — A correspon

CIRCULATING

Strong , ” ”"1 Maine,

NEW SPAPER

Over the Post Office.

Call and see for yourselves. All orders for
“ Good-bye, sweetheart” were his
words to the beautiful girl who hung
Sign Painting
over the front gate and pouted her Promptly attended to.
E. M. ROBINSON,
sweet red lips to be kissed ; ard then,
No. 3 Beal Block,
•
Phillips, Me.
as he walked down the street, he solil
oquized : “ I f I had the money I have
squandered on oysters and ice-creams
and buggy rides for that girl I could w
m
r
m
>
buy me an overcoat now ,” and
“ w h ew !” he said, as the wind whis
tied around the corner, “ I ’ m a going to
need it pretty soon, too.” — Breakfast
CHOICE ROSE POTATOES,
Table,
A

PHONOGRAPH

PENNY READING ROOM.

FURNITURE

FO R W H ICH

dent o f a London paper happened to The Highest Shipping Prices
Will be Paid.
be on Peckham R ye the other day
when one o f the disciples o f temper Flour, Grain, Salt, Lime, Nails,
ance was holding forth. After a fullCement, Lead, Paints and
flavored attack on the “ government
pets,” as he styled the publicans, he
Oils, Groceries, &c.,
said ; “ A short time ago I was com 
As Low as the Lowest.
ing from A ldridge’s where I had been
£3li"Please call and examine my stock before
to buy a horse for my cab ; I saw a purchasing elsewhere.
woman lying drunk on the cellar-flap
H. W . LOW ELL,
o f one o f the neighboring public13
West Farmington, Me.
houses ; so I walked into bar and said
Sept 10th, 1878.
to the landlord : “ One o f your sign
boards has tumble down.” The gouty
“ FROM STEAM to PADDLE,”
old publican and has pot-boy, who was
rather older than his master, came out
exclam in g!
‘ Whei-e ?’
‘ There,’ I
said, pointing to a heap o f rags on the
Illustrating the route from the Maine Central
flap. ‘ W h y don’ t you take it inside
Railroad at Farmington, through Strong,
Phillips and Madrid to the
and put it in your window, as others
respectable tradesmen do with their
goods, and label it, ‘ Our own man
Embracing all the chief points of Interestufacture, made to order,’ instead o f
Landscapes, Lakes, Hotels, Steamers.
leaving it out here, as if you were Published and for sale by HARRY P. DILL.
Phillips, Me. Send for list.
ashamed to own it ?”

Stereoscopic Views
Rangeley Lakes,

DILL’S SURVEY of the RANGELY LAKES,

T h o r o u g h l y D o n e .— Judge Rich
Size, 24x34.
In Covers, 75 cts. |Plain,
50 cts
ardson, of Nevada, has his own way Price,
Address, HARRY P. DILL. Phillips, Me.
o f marrying people. A young couple
stood up before him, the other evening,
E .
A . W I L L ,
and the Judge inquired in a cross
Dealer in
questioning tone o f the groom : “ A re
yon a citizen c f the United States?”
The groom took hold o f the waist
band of his trousers and tugged, say
ing, “ I voted for Tilden, Judge.”
“ W h y, Jam es!” faintly exclaimed
the blushing creature at his side. “ IPs
— AN D —
a fact. Emma,” protested Jam es,
rather indignantly, and glaring at the
Judge. Ilia Honor coughed, and de
manded severely : “ D o you, sir, as
W a tc h R e p air in g a S p e c ia l t y .
a citizen o f Nevada and a lawful voter
No. 3 Beal Block,
52
Phillips, Maine.
cffReno, solemnly declared that you
will forsake all others evils and cleave
to this one?” “ I ’ ve money to bet on
it,” responded the groom , growing
DEADERS lN
pale, but placing his arm around the
waist o f the shrinking bride. “ Then,” Drugs, Gent’s Furnish’g Goods,
cried the Judge, bringing his fist down
Ready Made Clothing.
on the desk, “ God has joined you to
— ALSO—
gether, and blank the man who puts H a t s , Cajais tfc F u r s .
you asunder. The fee is just what
Our custom department is under the charge of
you like to give a youug fellow .”
Ilonry W . True,
The Whitehall Tim es didn’ t half
who guarantees a perfect fit in all the “ Nobby”
finish that story about the trout in a
Styles of the day. A full line of
gentleman’s trout pond saving the life
WOOLENS AND TRIMMINGS
o f a little girl who was accustomed to
Constantly on Hand.
No. 1 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine.
feed them, and who had accidentally
fallen into a pond, by forming them
selves into a solid body and support
A. S. BUTTERFIFLD,
ing her in the water. W e have the
Dealer in
later advice about it. The trout not
only raised her to the surface, but Boots,Shoes,Hats,Gaps,Furs,
they floated her ashore, after which
Trunks, Traveling Bags,
they took her upon their shoulders
and carried her up to the house, Reticules, Umbrellas cf Carriage Trim
mings.
over half a mile, across lots, being
compelled to take down ssveral fences
Corner Main Street and Broadway,
13
EARMINGTON, Mil,
in order to do it. W hen the lather
of the little girl come to the door in
ALDEN J. BLETHEN,
answer to the hell (rung bv one of
the trout), he discovered a lot o f
them rolling the child on an old salt
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
barrel to get the water out o f her,
»*:' Prompt at tention given to all business
W hen she was finally resuscitated sent
from Franklin County. Practice in all
the trout united in giving three cheers, the courts of the State, and special attention
given
to practice in t he United States Courts.
and declining to step into the house
rnd take Suthiu,’ they trotted back
E l m w ood H o u s e ,
to the pond. W h y don’t you finish
Proprietor,
a story when you begin it?— Satur E . D . P R E S C O T T ,
Board, $1.00 to $1.50 per day,
day Night,
Phillips, Me.
"
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WATCHES, CLOCKS
Optical

Goods!

Beal & Worthlev,

Attorney at Law,

g£EX!

S. L. BALKAM,

— AND—

DEALEU IN

— M

P H I L L IP S

C
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X
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^ “ Following is a Catalogue of Books in
the Phillips Circulating Library, with their
Authors.
|3F“ For Rates, etc., see first page.

— AN D—

DRUGS I

LIB R A R Y!

E. M . R O B IN SO N ,

—

M edicines!

Chemicals!
—ALSO—

PRINTING

Surgical & Dental Instruments,

O E E I C E ,

Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes.

O v e r tlio P o s t OIII o o ,

Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Etc.
17
{ W l have also on hand a large stock o f Dry
Goods, Groceries, Choice Tobaccos and Cigars.

Phillips, Maine.

Patrnl Medicines, &e.

M.

W.

IIA U D E N ,

Advice of a Father to his Son.
N. Francis
FASHIONABLE
Advice to Young Men.
Arthur
Album.
Astoria. (2vols.)
Washington Irving
Atlantic Monthly. (7 Nos.)
Atlas o f Aroostook County.
Roe A Colby
Auto-Biography of Lemuel Norton.
Next to Barden House,
Auto-Biography of Joseph Bates.
Book o f Golden Deeds, A
Fliillips,
Mniiio.
Brief Poems.
Emma Garrison
Broken Bud, The (2)
A Mother
JfS’T’ Clean Towel and plenty bay R i x x n
Can the Old Love?
Buddington
for every customer.
*52
Casket, The
Captain Sam.
Eggleston
Centennial Celebration o f Bangor.
Child at Homo, The
Abbott
Chronicles of the Canongate.
---- o---City of the Sultan. (2 vols.)
Miss Pardoe
{3!?“T would announce to the public that I
Critical History of the late Am ’ n War. Mahan am doing a thriving business ift the rooms for
merly occupied by E. C. Merrill, and would be
Confession of Harry Larreque.
pleased to meet those desiring pictures o f any
Crucible.
Goodhue description. Copying old and faded Pictures
ISP- Having Just Fitted Up
Daughter of an Empress.
Muhlbah a specialty. All are invited to *:all and exam
ine specimens of work.
Daisy Chain, The (2 v o ls j
Oliver Optic
n . Xj. R o b e r t s ,
Dikes and Ditches.
Swedenborg
Divine Attribute.
Main Street,
Farmington, Maine,
Oliver Optic
Down the Rhine.
Whitmore
With an experience o f Eleven Years, as J. o
Doctrine of Immortality.
Rev. Leyh Richmond
Domestic Portraiture
Printer, etc., we feel confident that
Jere Chaplin
Duncan Dunbar.
we can give as
I
can
be
found
at
Dr.
KIMBALL’S
Smyth
Elementary Algebra.
office, Beal Block. Phillips, Oct. 22d,
El Fureidis.
1878, for three \w*eks, when l shall be
pleased to see all in need of
Colman
European Life & Manners <2 vol.)
R e n t a l W o r lr .
Europe, Asia & Africa.
E. A. WILLIAMS.
— IN—
Farmer’s Barn Book.
J3P” Remember the time and place.
Fern Leaves, from Fanni»’s Portfolio
Flag Ship.
Taylor
Foe in the Household.
Caroline Chesebro
C. L. TOOTH AKER, M. D.,
— AS—
Frederick the Great & his Court.
Muhlbah
Friendships Offering.
“
ANY
OTHER
MAH. ’
Field, Forest & Garden.
Gray
Garth.
Hawthorn
Gaston’s Collections.
We are prepared to do the
Phillips, Maine.
Glances & Glimpses
Great Expectations.
Dickens
Hallig, or the Sheepfold in the Waters
Hester, the Bride of the Islands. A Poem.
Hedged In.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
— AND—
Hitherto.
Mrs. Whitney
Home Influence.
Grace AugUet
B u siness H o u r s :—10 a. m to 12 in. 1 to 3
History of the U. S.
Goodrich p. m.
— FROM—
Hymns of Faith & Hope
Bonar N . B. B e a d , Brest. |J. E. T h o m p s o n , Cashier.
Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
“
for Mother & Children.
ImHng
Irvingiana
•
Scott
Ivanhoe.
— TO—
Jane Eyre.
f^ ^ T h e Barden House, Phillips, Me., is too
Furness well
Jesus & his Biographers.
known to require comment.
Square
Journal of Health
meals, and good, clean and comfortable lodg
Muhlbah ings, for both man and beast, are always m
Joseph II A his Court.
readiness,
at low prices. Board, from $1 to $2
Bayard Taylor per day. SAMUEL
John Godfrey’s Fortunes
FARMER, Prop’r, alse pro
Clara Arnodl prietor o f Stage Route to Rangeley. Private
Juvenile Keepsake
-IN —
Teams
always
in
readiness
at moderate prices.
Phelps
Last Leaf from Sunny Side.
Ladies Magazine.
Sparks
Life of George Washington.
W . HUNTER, M. D-,
Weems
Life of George Washington.
—AT—
Dr.Elder
Life of Dr. Kane.
Williams
Life of Alexander the Great.
Beade
Life in Utah, Ac.
Lights & Shadows of African History.
Lofty & Lowly, The,
McIntosh
Strong, Maine.
Lord Bantam.
Lyteria. Poem.
Maine in the War.
* Whitman dfc Trut
Maine State Year Book for 1878.
A Specialty.
Manuel of Phonography.
IHttman
Memoir o f Felix Neff.
Gilley
Memoir.
Mrs. Winslow
Among the various kinds o f work we
Memoir o f Josiah Peet. (2 Nos)
Office in Beal Block,
can guarantee satisfaction upon, may be men
Midsummer Eve.
Mrs Hall
My Brothers Keeper,
tioned—
Phillips, Me., Sept. 14,1878.
Madge.
II. B. G.
Manuel of Agriculture.
Emerson
D. H. TO OTHAKER.
Mendelssohn’s Letters.
Ilidtz
Mimic Life.
Amia Cora Retehie
Dealer in
Marquis o f Villemur.
George Sand
May.
Mrs. Smith
Marie Antoinette A her Son
Muhlbah
H. B. Stour
Men of Our Times
5 Beal Block, Phillips, where
Millennial Experience.
Underwood
T1 a /I nrniici ' ’7x13 inches, tU2x20,
G ood G oods at L ow Prices
Miramich.
-G U U .gt5l o i
10x26, etc,, etc., etc.
Myrtis
Mrs. Sigourney
2
is the order o f the day.
Nepoiean A the Queen of Persia.
Muhlbah
n\ u n i I n r o 1>laln and Fancy Circulars, of
New Zelander The.
VJIj L*U1 (XiL o ( any size or shape desired.
Notions o f the A mericans.
Oliver Twist.
Old Market Cart.
Mrs. Smith
Old Testament Unveiled.
Putman
Old and New. (5 Nos.)
Old Fritz.
Muhlbah
Farmington, IV
E
o
.,
On Both Sides of the Sea.
Oriental Annual.
Counter
G. A. FLETCHER, Propr.
Playo. (2 vols.)
«.
----26
Philo.
E3F“’Free Coach to and from the Depot.
Phrenology.
Spurzheim
Picnic Papers.
Dickens
Polar Tropical Worlds. The
Hal ting
F, A. KIMBALL, M.D,
Press of Maine, The
Griffi)i
■Rio V.L-C1 i Warrantee. Quit Claim and MortPrize Essays on a Congress of Nations.
G ld iliK o ) gage Deeds; Bends, Bills o f Sale,
President Lincoln’s Administration. Raymond
Notes, Drafts, Receipts, etc., etc.
Private Life of Layfayette
Cloquet
Patience of Hope, The
Whittier
Reflections on the Works of God
Slurm
Office in Beale Block,
Reveries of a Bachelor.
IkeMarvel
Recolections o f a Life Time. (2 vols J Goodrich
Phillips, Maine.
Redeemer & Redeemed.
Beecher
Recollections of Layfayette (2 vols.)
Cloquet
A Religious Amendment to the Constitution.
W . M. C H A N D L E R ,
Romance of History. (2 vols.) Italy,
Robins, The
Dimmer
Riley’s Narrative.
Ruth Hall.
Fanny Fern
Saint Ronan’s Well.
WawrlyNiwelsl F liillips, Maine.
School Governmont.
Jewels
Sermons by the Monday Club.
Particular attention paid to Interfering and
Sights and Secrets of the National Capital.
Singing Pilgrim.
PhilipPhillips
Over-reaohing, also to Edge Tool work.
Six Months in a Convent,
Sketches in Switzerland.
& CO.,
Song o f Hiawatha,
Longfellow G. W . ^ O U N G
Songs o f Salvation.
Dealers in
South and North.
Abbott
Speeches & Lectures.
Fessenden
Story o f Avis.
E. S Phelps
Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands. H.B. Stowe
FLOUR, CROCKERY, HARDWARE, &c.
Swallow Barn.
Kennedy
N.B.-Tourists will find everything in Canned
Tales Upon Texts.
Adams
A First Class Assortment
Goods and general Camping Supplies. Goods
Tales o f a Traveller.
________
—OF—
Tell It All.
Mrs. Stenhouse always fresh, and best the markets afford.
Rangeley, Maine.
*
Three Days on the White Mountains. G. Hall.
Tolla,
Abbott.
33. T. FATlKlBri,
Travels i:i Europe & the East, <2 s'ols.)
Tutti Frutti.
Prime
Phillips, - - Maine.
Two Sicilies, The
Sleeper
Two Lilies.
Julia Kavananh
Two Years Before the Mast.
Underground or Life Below the Surface.
AN D D EAD ER IN
Violet,
McIntosh
Wntclios tfc Clocks.
Vocal Culture.
Murdock
Washington & his Generals
Headley {-•’'"Repairing Fine Watches a specialty. Over
25 years experience. Watch Cases polished
Works of Mrs. Sherwood. (5 vols.
And For Sale at All Times.
W orld’s Birthday, The
Gausscn w ithout extra charge.
Works o f Shakespear, The
World & its Inhabitants, The
i l l i n e r y a n d f a n c y go o d s , at the
Wo ol Gathering.
Gail Hamilton
XjoxArcst Frioos,
Ovov Post Ofllpu.
Young Christian, The
Abbott
At
Mrs.
M.
J.
BURNS’.
O. M. MooitK, Proprietor,
P I I I X jXjI F S , T
V
IO
B
.
Main Street,
13
Farmington. Me.

HAIR DRESSER !

Photograph Rooms

New and Nice!

E N TISTR Y !

GOOD SA TISFA CTION

W ork and Prices

Physician ! Surgeon

Union N at’l Bank,

HEAVIEST WORK
The Most Delicate,

Barden House.

A Mammoth Poster
The Nicest Wedding

or Visiting Cards!

THE HIGHEST STYLE OF THE ART!

Physician! Surgeon B O T T O M P R IC E S
P

A. S A W Y E ltT

Attorney I Counselor at Law,

MAMMOTH POSTERS!

DRY GOODS & GROCERIES,

Show Bills \ 481^72ku»ffoHfeu^24'

Town Reports,

School Reports,

Catalogues,

Law Briefs,

Physician! Surgeon

Bills of Fare,

Bill Heads,

BLACKSMITH!

Envelopes,

Note Headings,
Letter Headings,
Shipping Tags,

Dry Goods, Groceries, Corn,

B

Watchmaker and Jeweler !

M

l

a

n

k

S

O. M. M O O R E ,

Phillips, Maine, Oct. 19, 1878.

Proprietor.

i\m fa to x o c ta a t it
EXTRA.

Phillips, Franklin Co., Me.
S a tu r d a y ,

O ct.

I l> ,

1 8 7 x .

3$vsii<g88 iMtectotf,
ALKAM, 8. L., Strong, Dealer in Dings anti
Medicines, Groceries, etc.
EAL, N. B., Phillips, President Union Na
tional Bank.
EAL & WORTHLEY, Phillips, Drays, Fur
nishing Goods, Hats, Caps, Ac.
EAL, H. E., Phillips, Sleigh and Carriage
Painter and Repairer.
LETHEN, A. J., Portland, Counselor and
Attorney at Laic.
UTTERFIELD, A. S., Farmington, Boots,
Shoes, etc.
URN'S, Mrs. M. J., Farmington, Millinery
and Fancy Goods.
YRON, .J. H., Phillips^Dry Goods emd QroP reties. Fine Family Flour a Specially.
^HANDLER, W. M., Phillips, Black Smith
' and Jolt Worker.
.ILL, Harrv P., Phillips, Surveyor and Puh' Usher.
jTJTTON, M, W., Phillips, Boots, Shoes, Ruh’ bees and Moccasins.
STY, J. !>., Phillips, Groceries, Confection
ery, Paints and Oils.
A11MER, Sam’l, Phillips, Barden House and
Livery Stable.
LETCHER, G. H., Farmington, Proprietor
Forest House.
iILKEY, C. F., Strong, Horse Shoeing and
Job Work.
ARDEN, M. W „ Phillips, Fashionable Hair
Dresser.
ALL, Joseph S., Fort Fairfield, Black Smith
Supplies, Horse Shoeing and Job Work.
UNTER, Warren, Strong, Physician and
Surgeon.
UNTER. D. & Co., Portland, Groceries and
Provisions.
IMBALL, F. A., Phillips, Physician and
. Surgeon.
OWELL, H. W., West Farmington, Grocer
ies, Ac.
OORE, E. W., Augusta, Crayon Portrait
Artist.
OORE. O. M., Phillips, Job Printer; Editor
amt Proprietor of the Phonograph.
ORRISON, Jas. Jr., Phillips, Attorney at
M Line.
ARKER, B. T., Phillips, Watchmaker and
Jeweler.
iRATT, B. E.. Farmington, Attorney at La w
and Notary Public.
(RESCOTT, E. D., Phillips, Proprietor Elm
wood House,
iOBINSON, E. M., Phillips, Furniture, Cof, flus and Caskets.
iOBERTS, R. L., Farmington, Artistic Pho, tographer.
AWYER, P. A., Phillips, Attorney and
Counselor at Law.
HOMPSON, J. E., Phillips, Cashier Union
National Bank.
OOTHAKER, D. H „ PJiillips, Dry Goods A
Groceries.
OOTHAKER, C. L., Phillips, Physician and
Surgeon.
'Oil.
W., Phillips, Merchant Taylor.
■RUE, Henry
~
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E. A., Phillips, Watches, Clacks and
Jewelry.
W ILL,
ILL1AMS, E. A., Auburn and Phillips,
Dentist.
OUNG, G. W. & Co., Rangeley, Dry Goods
and Groceries.

The Rangeley Lakes.
P h i l l i p s , October l l t l i , 1878.
Editor o f the Phonograph— Dear Sir:
The Rangeley fishing season which
has hut just closed has been one of
great interest to the now numerous
sportsmen and tourists who annually
frequent our lake country, some to
spend a vacation rambling and roving
where nature hath planted her beauti
ful lakes, mountains, rivers and for
ests, unbroken by human hands. Oth
ers have come to spend the entire sum
mer where the exuberant air and wa
ter (fresh from the ever green hills and
mountains, many hundred feet above
the sea level, clear and pure) are dai
ly inhaled and imbibed, thereby ren
dering to the human body that nour
ishment which nature hath prepared
iu so great abundance, aud which far
surpasseth medical skill aud ingenuity.
Still the more numerous class are the
sportsmen who come from almost ev
ery State in the Union and quite fre
quently from foreign countries, all ful
ly equipped, some with rod and gun,
some with bare rod and others with
dog and gun, each one fully prepared
for the kind o f sport he most enjoys.
The past fishing season commenced
unusually early. The ice left the lakes
the last days o f April, nearly a month
earlier than the two previous years.—
From the 10th to the 15th o f May is
the average time for the ice to leave.
The fishing has never been better since
1860 than the Spring fishing the pres
ent year. There were nearly as many
early fisherman here this year as com
mon, yet quite a number o f our old
sportsmen did not put in an appear
ance— and to such we trust our article
will be most interesting.
W e hope
and trust that another year we shall
behold their familiar faces again,
which will cheer and gladden our
hearts, but prove disastrous to many
a speckled beauty which to-day is so
happy in the element for which it was
created. Since there has been such a
vast increase in numbers o f fishermen
who annually visit our lakes, we can

T E R M S , $1.50
Per Year.

attribute the abundance o f trout iu our
lakes to nothing but the acts o f our leg
islature which prohibits the wholesale
slaughter a few years ago so generally
practiced.
W e well remember but a
few years since when seines, nets,
spears, grapples, giggs and almost all
sorts o f devices were brought into re
quisition to snatch every trout that
made its appeareuce upon a spawning
b e d ; but wise legislation has put a
stop to this, and we are glad to know
that the people so generally favor and
abide by the laws, thereby leaving the
sport largely to those who come from
a distance and so liberally put out
their chink amongst us. There is a
diversity ot opinion as regards the
most proper for a closing time.
The
law now fixes it at the 21st of Sep
tember, but according to our best; in
formation, a large majority favor the
1st day o f October.
In warm seasons
like the present, very few fish come to
the surface before the 20th o f Septem
ber ; consequently those who can get
only a few days in Fall for sport go
away completely euchred.
W e hope
the law may be changed the coming
Winter, fixing the closing time the 1st
day o f October, each year.
The fish
ing during the summer was quite good
until the last o f August and first o f
September, when the water became so
warm that scarcely any trout were
taken, except from Parmachenee and
Kermebago, where small fish are al
ways quite plenty. The largest trout
o f the season was taken by D . H.
Blanchard, E sq., o f Boston, from the
deep waters o f the Mooseluckmaguntic
in hot weather, and weighing plump
10£ lbs. Many others have beeu tak
en by the same gentleman this season,
varying from 3 to 8 pounds each. The
poor fishing the latter part o f the pres
ent year has caused many to fear that
the fish are playing out in the Rangeley Lakes. But this is not the fact, as
is shown by the overwhelming quan
tity o f large trout that may now be
seen in the stream at the outlet o f the
Rangeley Lake and below the old mill
dam.
It is said that larger trout and
in greater numbers have never been
seen there. Fish Commissioners Still-

Phillips, Franklin Go., Me.
Saturday, Oct, 19, 1878.
[R eported fo r the P h o n o g r a p h .

McKeen vs. Richards.
The case, Robert M cKeen vs. Dr.
John A . Richards, which was brought
to a close in the Supreme Court in
Farmington on Friday, Oct. 4th, was
of no small importance, and hence de
serves a more careful notice than or
dinary cases.
The amount claimed by plantiff in
his writ of attachment was the large
sum o f $10,000.
The injuries complained o f were of
the severest churacter which could
happen to any one, and were rendered
still more aggravating by advanced
age, Mr. M cKeen being 63 years old ;
and were all produced, plantiff claim
ed by the unskillfulness o f Dr. R ich
ards.
The facts, as told by the evidence,
were briefly these:— On the 22d o f
M ay, 1877, McKeen was riding in Sa
lem, some 10 miles from home, when
a wheel suddenly gave out, and to
save himself Mr. M cKeen jumped and
broke the small bone just above the
left lower ankle, called the “ fibula,”
and dislocated the ankle joint, besides
doing great mischief to the tendons and
muscles surrounding the joint.
In 30
minutes from the occurrence o f the ac
cident, Dr. Kimball was on the ground
and made an examination, and at
tempted for two hours to reduce the
joint and fracture without success.—
T o aid him, various articles like roll
er towels and reins were put about
the foot and two men drew with all
their strength many times, while oth
ers held M cKeen on the bed.
These
efforts cost McKeen great pain and at
last he refused to submit longer, and
drove Kimball off, saying he had rath
er be a cripple for life, than suffer
again the pains o f the last few hours.
M cKeen then rode to Phillips in an
open wagon, and Dr. Richards was
called. He arrived at Phillips at mid
night and in company with Dr. Toothaker, an examination was made,
which revealed the fact that the injur
ed parts about the ankle joint were
swollen to a degree which, by actual
measurement, was greater than the
upper third of the thigh. Dr. R. de
cided to place the leg in as comfort
able an attitude as possible, and hold
it there with a simple splint, and then
treat it to cold lotious for a few days,

to reduce the swelling, and then ap
pointed a time when he would return
and “ set” the leg.
This testimony o f Dr. Richards was
squarely denied by the plantiff and all
his witnesses, four in number, who
said the Dr. set the leg, told them “ it
was all right” and he should return on
the 7th or 8th day, merely to see if it
was doing well, etc., etc.
Dr.Hunter o f Strong testified that he
was called on the 30th’ o f M ay, and on
the 31st he administed ether, and re
duced the fracture and dislocation and
placed the limb in a fracture box con
sisting o f two latteral splints and one
under-splint, and made four more vis
its, or six in all.
M cK een and his witnesses said Dr.
Hunter was never employed by them;
that he never etherized him and never
set the leg, and made but three calls.
Dr. Richards claimed to have received
a letter on the 28th o f May, discharg
ing him pre-emtorily. That letter was
lost and its contents put in evidence.
M cKeen claimed that its contents were
exactly opposite to that version given
by Richards.
D r. Toothaker o f Phillips corrobo
rated Dr. R ’s testimony as to all the
essential elements o f the case.
John Crosby o f A von and David
Spaulding o f Farmington, both swore
to M cKeen’ s telling them that he had
no remedy for his injuries as he had
discharged Dr. Richards from the
case.
D r. Richard’s wife swore positively
to the contents of the letter.
Dr. Edmund Russell of Lewiston
and Dr.G-arcelon of Lewiston were both
in attendance as experts, as well as
Dr. G eo. F. French o f Portland, who,
by the way, is not only a great physi
cian and surgeon, but is one o f the
ablest experts in Maine.
Old Doctor
Blake, now upwards o f ninety years,
was also present, and an attentive lis
tener to all that was said.
Dr. Dyer
wras called by plantiff.
The position
taken by defendant’s experts was that
the best treatment under the cir
cumstances was given the leg that
could have been prescribed.
Also
that the leg could have been reduced
quite as well the ninth day as on the
first, and Dr. Hunter swore that he
did reduce it on that day.
There was much difference in the
testimony, as it progressed, on the
one side and on the other, usually the
position o f one being squarely contro
verted by the other.
The case lasted through three days,
and on the second and third days the
court-house was packed.
Great in
terest was manifested by the people,
as the plandff was evidently a poor
man and had met with a great misfor

tune ; and on the other hand Dr. Rich
ard’s friends felt that he was not in
any way to blame,and that thereforejt
would be a punishment ill-deserved to
have his accumulations o f a life-time
swept away by the verdict o f a jury,
based on pure sympathy.
The case was managed by H . L.
W hitcom b, E sq., o f Farmington, for
plantiff, and he manifested his usual
care and skill in conducting his case.
The defence was conducted by S.
Clifford Belcher, Esq., o f Farmington,
and Alden J. Blethen, E sq ., o f Port
land.
Judge Libby charged the jury in a
very clear and able manner, render
ing the law in the case so simple that
a child could comprehend it ; and at
11 A. M. Friday, the jury retired and
at 1.30 p. M. returned a verdict of
“ not guilty, ” and Dr. Richards was
cleared from the imputation o f igno
rance, and his financial ruin prevented
as a verdict for plantiff would have
been $5,000 and perhaps $8,000 !
A good word should here be spok
en for Dr. French who left his great
practice in Portland to voluntarily as
sist a brother physician in distress,
without price or other inducement
than the good of his profession.
Judge Libby in his charge remark
ed that “ expei*t testimony was valua
ble only so far as the expert is able to
give reasons for his conclusions.”
D r. French followed this rule pre
cisely.
He stated no proposition
which was not clearly and simply il
lustrated.
His position was that Dr.
Richard’ s treatment under the circum
stances was correct, and that to have
attempted to set the leg on the first
night, in the condition in which Dr.
Richards found him, would have been
mal practice. That his opinion, based
upon a present examination and
the testimony o f the physicians who
saw the injuries on the day they were
inflicted, convinced him beyond a peradventure, that here was a case o f such
severe injuries as to preclude the prop
er restoration of the parts, and that a
deformity was inevitable.
The doc
tor’ s evidence made a great impression
upon the bar and the audience, and
must have had an effect upon the fiffling o f the jury.
*
A lady dressed in the extreme o f
fashion gave two cents, the other day,
to a beggar. A few minutes after
wards the beggar gave chase, overtook
her, and panted : “ Madam ! madam !
a policeman has just seen you give me
alms. Here he is.
He is going to
question you. D o save me from pris
on.” “ But what can I say ?” “ Say
I lent you two cents last week and
you have just returned them to me.”
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For-Bear!

UNION NATIONAL BANK
of* 3?liillips,
at Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the
close of business, October 1st, 1878.
RESOURCES.

Loans and Discounts,
$33,396 67
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation,
60,000 00
Due from approved reserve agent,
7,918 64
Furniture and fixtures,
676 86
Premiums paid,
3,305 51
Checks and other cash items,
1,691 57
Bills of other Banks,
1,985 00
Fractional currency (including nickels)
4 58
Specie(includ’g goldTreasury certiflcates)115 OO
Legal tendet notes,
300 CO
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent, of circulation)
3,250 CO
Due from U. S. Treasurer other than
5 per cent redemption fund,
600 00

0. M. MOORE, EDITOR AND PROPRIETORREGULAR ADVERTISING RATES:
1 Col. 18in. lwk. I 3wks 3 mos 6 mos 1 year
$1.00 $1.50 $3.00 $5.00 $8.00
One inch,
2.00
2 inches,
5.00
3.00
8.00 15.00
5.00
3 inches,
3.00
8.00 15.00 20.00
Quar.Col.,
4.00
6.50 12.00 17.00 30.00
Half Col.,
8.00 12.00 22.00 35.00 55.00
One Col,,
16.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
IJ3F” Special Notices, 35 per cent, additional.
Reading Notices, 10 cts. per line. Business
Directory, one, two or tnree lines, by the
month, 3 cts. per line for each publication.
Marriages and Deaths, free. Obituary Notices
5 cts per line.
—Payments, Quarterly, in advance.

Total,

[Showing Our Modus Operandi.]

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
15 Months, in advance, $3.00
One year, “
1.50
Six Months,
“
.75
Three Months,
.50
Single Copies,
.05
KF“Tf payment is delayed three months, it
will be charged at the rate of $2.00 per year.

— AN D —

will be found in connection with the P h o n o 
g r a p h office, open Day and Evening, Sundays
excepted. Exchanges, &c., kept on file. Ad
mission to Reading Room and Library, a penny
a day—patrons of the paper, free. Books tak
en from the Library at the following advance
rates, one book at a tim e:
By the Year,
$2.00
Six Months, 1.00
Three Months, .
.
.
.50
One Week,
.
.05
Or one cent per day per book.
£3^°A deposit o f $1.00 will be required of
Strangers, to insure return of book.
^SPStrangers and others, at the Lakes and
in adjoining towns, on deposit of $1, can be
supplied with books by paying transportation
and above rates.
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HE LATEST INFORMA TION of damage
done by
as we are

H(SlrenlflUngllfttaapy
P E N N Y R E A D IN G R O O M .

prepared to start on thirty (30) minutes’
notice after the last “ bar” heard from.
i ^ “ With our past experience, we think we
know our “ biz.”
O. W. RUSSELL,
D. H. TOOTHAKER,
lw6
Bear Trappers.

An eight-hour man, on going home
for his supper, found his wife sitting
in her best clothes on the door-step
reading a volume o f travels.
‘ 'H ow
is this?” he exclaimed ; “ where is my
supper?”
“ I don’ t knew,” replied
the wife, “ I began to get your break
fast at 6 o ’clock this morning and my
eight hour ended at 2 p. m.”

A dying man in Burlington, crawled
out o f bed, dragged himself to the rock
ing-chair, pulled the tidy down, rolled
it up and sat down upon it, and died
fJ ^ T h e semi-annual session of the
with a sweet smile o f triumph lighting
Grand Lodge o f G ood Templars of up his face.
Maine was held at Newport, Oct. 9th
and 10th.
It was a well attended
A woman suggests that what is
and interestering meeting. The order needed in our public schools is prin
was reported in a good condition in cipals not men.
the State with 232 lodges and over 17,000 members. A . J. Chase, Esq.,
o f Portland, is at the head o f the order,
and G eo. E. Brackett o f Belfast, Sec
retary, to whom all correspondence,
&c., in relation to the order should be
sent. It is proposed to organize 50
new lodges the coming months, and
towns in the State where there are
none should endeavor to secure one o f
these popular and beneficial organiza
tions.

The annual session •.o f

the

Grand Lodge will be held at Lewiston
next April.

$102,243 73
LIABILITIES.

A singular case o f healing by the
efficacy o f prayer is reported from
Spring Valley, Minnesota. A young
married woman named Case had for
some months been at the point of death
from consumption, and in spite o f the
best medical skill nothing seemed able
to help her.
When her death was
momentarily expected, a distance rela
tive, an earnest and devout man o f 64
years, came to her house and earnestly
prayed for her recovery.
She com
menced immediately to improve, and
she is now as well as ever, feeling per
fectly strong, and doing her usual day’ s
work without fatigue.

Capital Stock paid in,
$50,000 00
Surplus fund,
1,100 00
Undivided profits,
1,031 71
National Bank notes outstanding,
44,910 00
Individual deposits subject to check, 5,202 02
Total,

$102,243 73.

STATE OF MAINE, c o u n t y o f f r a n k l i n , s s :
I, J. E. Thompson, Cashier of the above
named Bank, do solemnly affirm that the above
Statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. E. THOMPSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this
Seventh day of October, 1878.
PRINCE A. SAWYER, Justice of the Peace.
Correct: Attest,
A bner T o o th a k e r,
)
R a y m o n d T o o t h a k e r , >Directors.
J o e l W il b u r .
I

NON RESIDENT TAXES,
In the town of Avon, in the county of Frank
lin, for the year 1877:—
The following list of taxes on real estate of
non resident owners in the town of Avon, for
the year 1877, in bills, committed to G. F.
Beal, collector of said town, on the 29th day
of June, 1877, has been returned by him to me
as remaining unpaid on the 28th day of June,
1878, by his certificate of that date, and now
remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given that
if the said taxes, and interest on charges are
not paid into the treasury of said town within
eighteen months from the date o f the commit
ment of said bills, so much of the real estate
as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will
with out further notice be sold at public auc
tion at th^ house of Joel Wilbur, in said town,
on the second day of November, 1878, at one
o’clock in the afternoon.
Lot. R. A. Yal. Tax.
Owners.
1
1 50 $90 $3.35
Joel Chandler,
“
“
1
40 40 1.48
200 10.93
Aaron Dyer, Mike Dyer farm,
8
3 160 67 2.48
Johnathan Fellows,
17 125 4.62
Jeddediah Sweet or heirs,
Elias Jones,
1
3 66 75 2.78
100 100 3.70
Elisha Jones,
2 160 150 5.56
3
Wm. Y. Libby,
“
“
4
2 74 35 1.30
2 160 100 3.70
8
Benj-IMace,
7
1 50 50 1.85
Albert McKrillis,
“
“
9
.92
3 60 25
1 80 10
.37
Estate41 of Geo.44 Norton. 12
13
1 50 50 1.85
13
2 60 60 2.22
S. R Norton,
13
1 50 30 1.11
Wm. S. Norton,
1
1 80 80 2.16
James Perkins,
9 72 150 5.56
Sumner Perkins,
1
John L. Stevens,
80 60 1.86
6 160 200 7.90
2
C. H. Vining,
6
150
75 ;2.78
Jonathan
Wright,
8
44
4>
2
4 80 60 2.22
44
44
2
3 160 100 3.70
44
.4
3
4 80 50 1.85
Sam’l Wade,land and mill prop.. 400 500 18.50
12
2 160 80 2.96
Nathaniel Roberts,
160 300 11.10
E. H. S. Brown, farm,
JOEL WILBUR, Treasurer of Avon.
A v o n , Sept. 23,1878.
J. M., Phillips,
S OULE,
Grave Stones. &c.

Manufacturer of

[Concluded from first page.]
tlie Little Kennebago Lake, with a |road be built, the hotel is sure to be
well and Stanley are now on the bright head light stationed on the bow completed.
The island in the future
ground securing the proper amount o f the boat which revealed the fact, as is to be known as Oquossoc Island, in
from which to strip spawn sufficient to a Boston gentleman told us, that the stead o f Ram Island, so called by the
replenish the hatch-house which was shore was lined with wild animals parties now owning it.
put in operation last year by T . L. which stood gazing at the bright light
S am uel F a r m e r .
Page, Esq., and other associates from that reflected in their timid faces.—
New Y ork.
This hatch house was a A m ong the animals he saw in one
complete success last year. About 95 night’ s excursion, he said there were
per cent, o f the entire spawn was nearly one hundred rabbits, seven deer
hatched, and when the fry were about and one bear.
That game and fish are as plenty in
an inch long they were turned out into
the streams flowing into the Lakes, the forests o f northern Franklin as in
thereby adding several hundred thous any sporting locality in New England
ands to the stock o f the Rangeley Lake or even in the Adirondacs o f New
trout. It was intended to iustitue a York (where so many o f our sports
hatch-house at the upper dam this Fall, men from our cities, inamored with
but on account o f the exceeding high the thrilling tales o f Mr. Murray, go
water in the big lake, the scheme was annually in crowds to enjoy their sport)
there is no doubt.
Sportsmen who
abandoned.
The Franklin Company o f Lewiston have visited the Adirondacs, W hite
having kept the gates shut at the up Mountains, Mount Desert, Moosehead
per dam this summer, holding the wa Lake and other similar resorts, give it
ONCE MORE
ter back and raising the Mooseluck- as their opinion that none excel the
maguntic and Cupsuptic Lakes some Rangeley country in northern Frank
six or seven feet higher than usual— lin for the abundance o f game and fish,
has the effect, it is thought, to very the varied scenery o f mountains, lakes,
materially injure the Fall fishing, But |rivers and forests, as well as the near
Ail
the vast area o f new land now sub ness to our commercial centers.
merged, it is said, will furnish addi there is lacking is better facilities tor
tional feed, and consequently in the fu getting there, more accommodations
ture make better fishing and more o f there, -and more stringent protection
it. There is no doubt but these Lakes for game and fish. In view o f such a
are capable of furnishing a very large prospect for business, such an increase
quantity of trout.
Located so high iu wealth and prosperity, who cannot
O N E M O RE
above the level o f the sea, consequent- well afford to do something to enconrly much cooler than bodies o f water ly - ; age enterprise? What guide or other
ing down near the level o f the ocea n .; person is there who can afford to vioIt, is a well authenticated fact that late the fish law s? W ho can afford to
trout are a species o f fish that flourish ! take their dog and gun to chase and
much better in cool water than in warm : slaughter deer by the score in the deep
or lukewarm water. A nd thus we are j snows o f winter and spring? Guides,
convinced that if proper means are I more especially, should not allow the
made use o f there need be no lack for laws to be violated either by therntrout here.
The question is what ! selves or others, for by so doing their
shall be done?
Our answer is this : |chances for occupation are materially
A united effort on the part
Give them all the possible chance to ! reduced.
breed. A llow no fish to be taken oth of the people to make use o f means
er than in the ordinary way o f angling within their reach is sure to make the
with a single baited hook or artificial Rangeley Lakes a summer resort un
The Rail
flies, and erect hatch-houses whenever surpassed in the country.
a good privilegj is found.
A nd rest road from Farmington to Phillips must
assured in a few years there will be first be constructed and tnen all other
O C T O B E R © Itli.
plenty o f trout for everybody. Game enterprises are sure to go forward.—
must also be protected. The lovers o f Parties have already purchased prop
the dog and gun, as well as of the rod, erty on the strength that this road is
are beginning to find there is sport for to be built, and many more are wait
them in our dense forests.
Deer and ing and watching for the road to be
T . L. Page, E sq., in
caribou have been seen very often the made sure.
past Summer in the vicinity o f the company with Boston parties, has pur
Kennebago and Parmachenee Lakes, chased the island in Rangeley Lake,
which has created much excitement with the intention o f ornamenting it
among the sportsmen.
It is the cus and building a very large and first-class W ho are Cordially Invited to Attendtom o f these animals iu the night time hotel on it for the summer travel.—
to leave their haunts ia the hills and The plans are all drawn by a Boston
THE PH ILLIPS BAND
mountains and come down on the architect, and certainly it is to be the
shores of the lakes to feed among the finest hotel in this section.
W e are
lily pads in shoal water.
Excursions informed that this enterprise was start Is expected to be present and enliven
the occasion with their
were made by night last August by ed with the expectation that the rail
several parties around the shores o f road would be b u ilt; and should the
best music

Citizens of Strong

AW AKE!

Railroad Meeting!
At Strong,

J

Thursd’y Afternoon

Special for Ladies

